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Abstract 

 

Automatic capture of an amputee’s own natural biological arm motion for embedding into 

their motorised prosthetic arm is a goal that could potentially aid in the use of this type of 

therapeutic device. In 2007, of the approximately 301 million people in the USA, about 1.7 

million were living with limb loss, many of which are upper limb amputees. Quality of life of 

many of these amputees may be improved through the use of a motorised prosthetic arm, but 

there are currently limitations of being able to embed into these arms the desired natural 

motion of the amputee.  

This research aims to investigate capturing a single-arm amputee’s natural motion from their 

remaining biological arm, and automatically translating this into a control algorithm for 

prosthetic arm motion that may be activated on command. This was done by developing an 

imaging system for capturing natural arm motion, replaying of the motion on a prosthetic 

arm, and assessing the performance, functionality and useability of the developed system. 

Capturing of natural arm motion was done by developing a custom developed stereo imaging 

system.  The imaging system comprised a portable four-mirror single camera stereographic 

camera unit housing incorporating a one megapixel monochrome industrial camera capable 

of infra-red imaging. The system had a capture area of suitable size for tracking a person’s 

arm motion whilst requiring minimal setup time and being relatively inexpensive. 

A series of wireless infrared tracking markers suitable for being worn were designed and 

constructed. These markers comprised of a series of infrared LEDs in the form of a “band” 

that can be worn around sections of the arm being tracked, and a marker control board. The 

marker control boards comprised of a microcontroller, an Xbee wireless module and other 
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basic circuitry to provide power to the control board and marker chain. The tracking markers 

could be turned on and off wirelessly from the control PC by a series of serial commands. 

A LabVIEW based implementation of a 3D motion capture and replay system was created 

and interfaced with the tracking markers and stereographic camera unit.  The 3D motion 

capture system received images from the industrial camera, and processed these to detect the 

location of the markers within the images. These locations, when used as inputs to lookup 

tables, allowed the motion capture system to locate the markers in 3D real-world coordinates. 

A motorised prosthetic arm was also interfaced to the system. This arm consisted of a carbon-

fibre shell, with three embedded motors used to rotate the elbow in two axes and the wrist in 

a single axis. The arm was retrofitted with off the shelf servo control boards, allowing all 

three motors to be controlled through a single USB cable connected to the control PC. The 

wrist was not used in this research and so only the two elbow motors were used. 

The stereo imaging system used a look-up table to determine 3D joint positions from marker 

position in the stereo images.  Accuracy of different interpolation methods were compared to 

determine which to use in the final system, with cubic interpolation giving better results more 

often than the linear alternative (~45%, ~62% and ~64% more in the X,Y and Z axes 

respectively). Further, when comparing average errors, cubic interpolation showed over 10% 

error reduction for all three axes using a 1cm interpolation resolution, over linear 

interpolation with the same resolution. 

The combined system was tested to determine how accurately a single semi-randomly placed 

marker could be located. This single point testing showed errors of less than 1.5 cm in the X 

axis for over two-thirds of the time, with errors less than 3cm in the Y axis also over two-

thirds of the time. The Z axis exhibited errors of less than 5cm just under two-thirds of the 

time.  An artificial arm fabricated from cardboard with adjustable flexion and rotation was 
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then used with the combined system to determine how well multiple points could be located, 

and hence determine the accuracy for resolving the arm’s flexion and rotation angles. This 

multipoint testing showed errors of less than 5° for the majority of the time.   Both single and 

multipoint testing showed that a purely proportional line of best fit was generally quite close 

to being a 1:1 relationship between the true values and the predicted output values.   

In tests involving patients, patients’ arms were tracked and simultaneously recorded. The 

recorded motion was immediately replayed in “real-time” to control the motorised prosthetic 

arm synchronously with the patient’s movements.  Patients rated the system through a 

questionnaire.  

Patient trials showed that desired arm motions could be generated more accurately for a 

patient’s real arm rather than their prosthetic arm, and that it was possible to satisfactorily 

record motion and accurately replay it through a prosthetic arm. Patients reported that the 

system was good and enjoyable, but could benefit from further refinements such as increased 

speed and ease of use. 

Single point, multi-point, and patient based results could theoretically be improved by using a 

higher resolution camera (to increase the pixel:cm ratio), a higher quality mirror unit (to 

remove mirror based distortions) and finer resolution measurements to increase the amount of 

data available from which to create the lookup tables. The results of patient trials could be 

further improved by implementing faster image processing techniques or more powerful 

hardware to increase the rate at which frames can be captured, leading to a higher availability 

of motion data. 

The system including the four-mirror stereographic camera unit, software and tracking 

markers was designed successfully, and shown to be able to track, record, and replay motion. 

Patients found that the system was usable, enjoyable and worked well, and that use of such a 
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system in embedding their desired arm motion into a prosthetic arm would be feasible and of 

potential benefit. 
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Chapter 4 

 

a Distance from camera to mirrors. 

b Distance between apex of inner mirrors and outer mirrors. 

i 

Extremity rays of light. 
ii 

iii 

iv 

C1 
Virtual cameras. 

C2 

X1 
Region viewable from each mirror. 

X2 

L1 Length of inner mirrors. 

L2 Length of outer mirrors. 

m1h Horizontal space taken by inner mirror. 

m2h Horizontal space taken by outer mirror. 

a Angle of inner mirror (clockwise from target plane). 

β,  m2a Angle of outer mirror (counter-clockwise from perpendicular to target plane). 

ω1 Viewing angle of camera. 
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Common Terms 

 

MATLAB – A programming environment 

LabVIEW – A graphical programming environment 

VI – Virtual Instrument – A LabVIEW program. 

Sub-VI – Used to denote a VI which is called from within a higher level VI.  

Xbee – Wireless communications protocol 

Elbow Flex – The angle formed by the shoulder, elbow and wrist. 

Arm Rotation – The rotation of the forearm from a line perpendicular to the line from the 

camera to the target. 

Arm Orientation – The combination of elbow flex and arm rotation.  

Motion Capture System – The system developed as a result of this research.
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1 Introduction 

 

This thesis investigates incorporating natural biological motion in motorised prosthetic arm. 

The scope is restricted to prostheses suitable for single arm amputees and to prostheses 

powered conventionally by electric motors. 

There is significant compromise in the quality of life for people who have lost limbs. This 

compromise can be in the form of reduced employability [1], reduced independence, or a 

combination of these and/or other factors. Of the large number of amputees in the world (for 

example, of the approximately 301 million people in the USA in 2007 [2], about 1.7 million 

were living with limb loss [3]),  only 27%-56% of upper limb amputees choose to use a 

prosthesis [4].  Those who do, typically use a simple limb of very limited functionality, which 

may often be of comparable importance for both enhancing self-image and as a functional 

tool [4].  

Although modern innovations have greatly improved prosthetic legs [5], the development of 

arms lags behind [5, 6]. In certain cases where very high level amputation is involved, whole 

arm prosthetics which attach at a patients shoulder may be necessary. In these cases, 

amputees may find that doing even the simplest of manual activities may be made much more 

difficult compared to when both biological arms are available. If a rigid prosthesis is used, 

motions requiring arm flex are impossible, and the arm may be of little practical use beyond 

the improvement of self image. As with leg prostheses, this may come at the cost of chaffing, 

frustration, and sweatiness [7, 8], which may be painful and become a disincentive for 

wearing it [9]. In contrast modern functional prosthetic arms may incorporate motors and 
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controllers to create controllable multi-section arms. Increasingly these may have roots in 

military funded development programs.[5-10]. 

Arms that allow jointed motion can be sorted into categories based on their complexity. The 

first and most basic comprises arms that require manually controlled adjustment to place 

them in a new position through either direct physical manipulation of the arm itself, or 

manual control of motors. More advanced arms allow automatic control and simultaneous 

activation of multiple motors allowing motions in multiple degrees of freedom at the same 

time. This final category has the best chance of achieving motion which is non-mechanical in 

appearance and most closely matching natural biological motion. 

Robotic prosthetic limbs are not yet a mainstream part of everyday life. Reproducing 

biomimetric motion in a prosthetic limb (and controller) is a challenging task, particularly 

when the minute subtleties of a patient’s natural motion are required for functionality. Rather 

than trying to generate motion on-the-fly, a preferred approach (and the one taken for this 

research) is to obtain a set of motions which can be pre-programmed into a controller. Pre-

programmed motion allows the provision of desired arm actions which are both fluid and 

coordinated, without an unnecessary delay due to kinematic calculations.  

A question that arises is how to define the custom motor activation sequences required for 

achieving desired spatial motions for individual patients, and how to conveniently transfer 

these into a controller. The preferred method proposed here is to record the motion of a 

natural arm performing the desired motion, and then automatically translate this into 

controller commands that may be activated by the user to produce the desired motion. A right 

arm amputee could for example, be recorded picking up a cup with their left arm. The 

controller would then mirror this motion (to get the equivalent right arm motion), and store it 

for later use. Multiple motions could be programmed, and the desired one able to be selected 
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using one of a variety of potential methods. One such method appropriate for an amputee is 

to use the amputee’s existing nerve signals to trigger an appropriate series of motions. This is 

similar to what happens in a biological limb, where a series of muscle actions are triggered by 

nerve signals, leading to coordinated movement[11]. Using nerve signals (through the use of 

myoelectric sensors) as switches is a technique has been used to control simple robotic arms 

[11, 12] as well as in some existing prosthetic arms such as the “Luke Arm” developed by 

DEKA Research and DARPA [10], Proto 2, which was also developed by DARPA and Johns 

Hopkins [13] and an arm developed by Otto Block [14]. Some nerve signal based arms are 

even able to perform complex tasks such as tying up shoe laces [15] and driving [14, 16].  

The issue stemming from this is how to record the motion in the first place. 

The basis of the research in this thesis was to investigate three dimensional arm tracking. 

There are several tracking methods possible (these will be discussed in the literature review), 

however the research focussed on developing a camera-based stereographic vision system. 

Although stereographic machine vision is often implemented using a pair of cameras, a 

mirror arrangement can convert a single camera into two virtual cameras suitable for use in a 

stereo-vision system, and that is the type of system proposed here. 
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2 Literature Review and Aims 

The scope of this literature review is to discuss previous research and development relating to 

motion capture, stereographic imaging, and prosthetic motion. 

2.1 Prosthetic Arms 

In the early 1900s a prosthetic arm called the Carnes arm was built which allowed amputees 

to continue with some of their daily tasks. This arm was controlled by wires and the 

movement of the body. The arm allowed the elbow to flex and the user to perform actions 

such as hammering and hand drilling. This arm was so advanced for its time that around 100 

years later, the original design is being used as the basis for a modern prosthetic arm [17].  

A large research program by DARPA called Revolutionizing Prosthetics is aiming to create a 

prosthetic arm [5, 6, 9, 10] able to move like a real one [10] and look the same as a natural 

arm [8]. With a budget of $100 million USD [6, 8] multiple organisations were involved in 

the research [9]. The outcome of which, is that a “brain-controlled, upper-extremity 

prosthetic designed to restore near-natural arm, hand and finger function to patients suffering 

from spinal cord injury, stroke or amputation” is now being examined by the US FDA [18].  

2.2 Motion Capture 

Motion capture is the process of recording the motion of one or more objects. Many motion 

capture systems currently exist. There exists a wide range of commercially available 

products, each with its own target audience. Many of these systems are aimed at full body 

motion capture, and come with a large price tag making them unsuitable to purchase for small 

scale use in single limb tracking. Existing custom systems may also be inappropriate, 

however may use similar ideas to provide a base to work from. 
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Motions tracked can be simple like tracking a bouncing ball, or complex like tracking actors. 

Common uses today include medical purposes [19], tracking performers for use in animation 

[19-23], other forms of research [24], as well as athlete training. 

2.2.1 Technologies and Implementations  

Three main motion capture technologies are commonly used, these are electromechanical, 

magnetic and optical [20, 24]. Each of these has restrictions that prevent them being a “one-

size-fits-all” technology [20, 25, 26]. 

2.2.2 Electromechanical Motion Capture 

Electromechanical motion capture uses instrumentation affixed to the object. In the case of 

tracking a patient’s arm, this instrumentation could, for example, be potentiometers attached 

around the joints of the patient to record joint flex.  

In the early 1980s electromechanical motion capture was used in the clinical assessment of 

movement abnormalities, and in the early 1990s it was used to animate facial expressions 

[21]. These systems can be in the form of an exo-skeleton, with one such upper body 

exoskeleton created by Pacific Data Images. While this system was effective, it was found to 

be encumbering [19], which is a potential disadvantage of this type of system. However each 

sensor is distinct and can be uniquely identified, visual occlusion is not an issue and data is 

available for use almost instantly [21] without relatively complex processing such as the 

image processing required in optical motion capture. This allows almost instant motion 

reproduction.  

2.2.3 Magnetic Motion Capture 

Magnetic motion capture systems use small sensors (often affixed on a tight harness worn by 

a user) which are capable of detecting magnetic fields. Each of the sensors is able to produce 

data representing local orientation and distance from an emitter [21].  The magnetic sensors 
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do not need to be visible, and no physical actuation of the sensors themselves is necessary 

during the course of the capture. These sensors need to be hardwired to a receiver which 

introduces cabling requirements, and are susceptible to interference from nearby conductive 

materials [21, 27, 28]. As with electromechanical motion capture the data is available for use 

almost instantly [21]. 

Many systems use orthogonal coils to sense magnetic fields , however within a static dipole 

field there are multiple locations where an object can have equal sensing characteristics [29]. 

A system created by Polhemus Navigation Sciences uses nutating1 electromagnetic fields 

using both AC and DC components to enable the determination of both the location and 

relative orientation of sensors in either 2D or 3D based on differences in the induced signals 

within orthogonal coils [29]. 

 The Architecture Machine Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology used a system 

created by Polhemus Navigation Science called ROPAMS (Remote Object Position Attitude 

Measurement System) to develop a system combining voice inputs and physical gestures to 

create objects on a screen [30]. The gesture component of this system used a series of plastic 

cubes with embedded orthogonal coils as the transmitter and sensor. 

Alternative magnetic motion capture systems include one implemented by O’Brien et al [26] 

in which a subjects joint layout was automatically determined by examining the data and 

determining which sensors remained collocated throughout the capture process. This system 

had a moderate level of success in determining the correct joint hierarchy, and this particular 

method could also be applied to optical motion capture [26]. 

                                                 
1 Nutation is a form of oscillation.  
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2.2.4 Optical Motion Capture 

Optical motion capture is one of the most common and diverse methods of motion capture 

with a diverse range of implementation techniques.  

Optical motion capture uses one or more cameras to acquire a series of images, and detects 

objects of interest within those images. 

Markers are often used as tracking aids during the capture process. Passive optical markers 

such as white balls or reflective markers [27] provide highly visible points of interest 

enabling easier tracking. Alternatively, active markers may be used that change state 

depending on the circumstances (pulsing LEDs for example) [31].  A variety of markerless 

systems also exist [20, 25, 31, 32]. 

In respect to 3D tracking, multi-camera systems with markers are the most common. These 

function by acquiring images of the object from different locations and from these detecting 

marker location in 3D space [27]. An obvious issue for 3D motion capture is the occlusion of 

markers. To counteract this large numbers of cameras [33] and markers [19] may be used. 

This ability to use large numbers of markers is an advantage over electromechanical and 

magnetic motion capture, where the number sensors is limited by the quantity of 

instrumentation which must be worn.  

The setup for optical motion capture may require a certain pose (such as that in Figure 1) to 

be adopted to allow all the markers to be detected and assigned to a location during 

calibration. Occlusion or other unexpected positioning can cause markers to become 

disconnected from their actual location, requiring later manual corrective actions during post-

processing [33]. Without the constraints of the wiring associated with magnetic and 

electromechanical motion capture, optical motion capture can reduce the restrictions on the 

movements performed. 
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Figure 1: Full body marker suit as detected by a commercial camera system. The actor 

is performing their initial “T” pose for calibration of the camera system. [33] 

Optical motion capture has many successful implementations, one of the earliest being the 

“graphical marionette” presented in 1983 [19, 34]. This system used LEDs as makers and a 

pair of cameras based on lateral effect diodes. Both the camera and the sensors were infrared 

based to help reduce interference by ambient light [34]. Both a stick figure and “cloud based” 

figure were used to represent the body in this system, and it allowed large body movements 

to be detected, but not hand level movements [34].  

The late 1980s and early 1990s saw the rise of optical motion capture systems by Kleiser-

Walczak (1989) and Acclaim (1993) [19]. Kleiser-Walczak developed an animated singer 

called Dozo, which used an optical system from Motion Analysis to triangulate reflecting 

markers using multiple cameras. This system was non-real time due to a large amount of 

processing required to generate motion paths. A two character animation was created by 

Acclaim after developing a motion capture system capable of tracking up to 100 points in 

real-time [19]. 

 

 

 

 

This image is not available in the 

electronic version of this thesis. 
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More recently, optical motion capture has been used to capture motion for animation in 

movies such as The Polar Express (2004) and the latter two movies of the Lord of the Rings 

trilogy (2002 and 2003). In the Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, and Lord of the Rings: 

Return of the King, the character Gollum was not simply a non-interactive animated 

character, but was required to interact with characters played by actors, and played quite a 

significant role in the movies. In these movies, Andy Serkis acted the part out, and the motion 

capture data was used to animate the character [22]. In some scenes, rotoscoping (a crude 

form of motion capture whereby an actor is “painted over” was used [22]. For much of the 

optical motion capture a tight fitting suit (blue or black) which was covered in white ball 

shaped markers was worn (Figure 2) [23]. The actor took a pose similar to Figure 1 before the 

capture process [22].  

 

Figure 2: A motion capture suit as used in the Lord of the Rings. [23] 

Both small and large scale movements can be tracked with optical motion capture as 

evidenced by tracked hand motion [35, 36] and dancing [25], but generally require all 

markers to be detected in all frames. Sato et al devised a method whereby a tracking could be 

completed despite missing markers by using linear equations from frame to frame to 

compensate for missing data [25]. The Sato system used four cameras with their output 

 

 

This image is not available in the 

electronic version of this thesis. 
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merged into a single image for storage. Their cameras were calibrated in the way proposed by 

Lowe [37] seven years previously. Sato et al’s method was successful in avoiding issues like 

occlusion and visual degradation [25]. Lowe had his own system in which 3D parameterised 

models could be fitted to images based on edges in the images. This system had success in 

tracking objects, but was slow and non-real-time [37]. Hoshino and Tomida developed a 

markerless 3D hand pose estimator that could rapidly estimate and duplicate the pose of a 

hand in 3D using a single camera and a large database of pre-captured poses [36]. 

2.2.5 Comparison of Motion Capture Technologies 

The benefits of the motion capture technologies in sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.4 can be 

summarised in Table 1. Although both forms of optical motion capture have closely matched 

features, and several are features are not always there, active optical motion capture is a good 

solution in this project due to the ability to directly link markers with joints, and the minimal 

amount of wiring needed. 

Table 1: Summary of benefits of motion capture technologies. The “better” technology 
for each benefit is highlighted. 
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Optical (Active) N Y/N Y/N Y/N N Y Y/N Y 
Electromechanical Y Y Y Y Indirectly N N N 
Magnetic Y Y Y Y Indirectly N N N 
 

2.3 Stereo Vision 

The physics behind stereo vision rely on epipolar geometry [38], which the geometry relating 

to stereo vision, and parallax theory [39], which relates to relative position of objects at 
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different distances, to find the depth at which an object lies. Common points between the two 

images must be identified to allow depth to be determined in a stereo system and various 

techniques exist to do this. Such techniques include correlation based and feature based 

methods[38]. Some techniques compare the similarities between the areas around matches to 

increase match strength [40]. In a method used by Ankamuthu et al, the search region in the 

second image is centred around the coordinate of the object in the first image, with a  

disparity gradient used to rate the matches [39]. 

Optical motion camera systems using two cameras have been developed, such as those by 

Budiman et al, and Rehg and Kanade [20, 35]. The system designed by Budiman et al used 

nine markers and was used to track the legs of a person. A two camera system was developed 

by Rehg and Kanade in 1993, who also developed a single camera system. These two Rehg 

and Kanade systems were used to successfully track hand motion, however they had 

difficulties measuring the accuracy of the tracker [35].   

Several systems exist in which a pair of cameras in a stereo vision system are replaced by a 

single camera with mirrors being used to effectively create two virtual cameras such systems 

include those developed by Mathieu and Devernay [41], Zhu et al [42] and Lovegrove [43]. 

The first two of these systems use four mirrors in a symmetric “Nested V” formation, the 

third uses two mirrors in a “Split V” formation with prisms between the two mirrors. A third 

implementation also uses two mirrors, but works perpendicular to the camera axis [44]. Zhu 

et al found their four mirror “W” format single camera system had many benefits over a dual 

camera system including simplified calibration, camera unit size and accelerated 

measurement speed [42]. A Japanese firm has also developed a single camera-single lens 

system where the image is split by mirrors and recorded using two sensors [45].  
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The systems designed by Mathieu and Devernay and Zhu et al used the same basic “Nested 

V” format. Both of these systems used triangulation to determine the 3D location, though 

each was created with a different intent [41, 42]. 

The system by Zhu et al was just discussing the design and calibration of the system, and how 

well a system could be calibrated, while Mathieu et al were developing a prototype to 

validate their approach for an algorithm that required good quality data. 

Zhu realised that if the mirrors and camera were not perfectly aligned and symmetric, then it 

would be difficult to calibrate based on the mirror angles and camera position. For this reason 

they have used a calibration procedure used for two-camera camera system calibration. 

This process was done in two steps, the first step consisted of calibrating the camera itself, 

and the second consisted of calibrating the relationship between the two cameras. Based on 

their intended application which had a narrow depth of field and a small distance to the 

object, they decided to use a method using non-coplanar targets (Figure 3: left) to establish 

effective focus, the centre coordinates of the imaging plane, the images scale factor and the 

distortion coefficient. A second target (Figure 3: right) was used to calibration the rotational 

and translational relationship of the two "cameras". By using the "to be calibrated" system 

and a precalibrated system to measure the distance between object centres based on one of 

the calibration targets, the deviation between the uncalibrated and precalibrated system were 

compared, with differences in the range of 0.8% [42] . 
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Mathieu’s prototype (Figure 4) used a developed algorithm which had three steps, correction, 

correlation and triangulation. Correction projected the original images onto a plane which 

was parallel to a line linking the optic sensors of the cameras. This reduced the required 

computing time. Correlation matched the points of interest in the original image with their 

equivalent points in the opposite image. Finally, 3D data was reconstructed using 

triangulation. 

Mathieu and Devernay had two important methods to calibrate a camera system. The first, or 

strong calibration, uses a test-pattern target that can be precisely measured. This enables the 

determination of a 3D-2D projection matrix. This method means you directly get the 

necessary parameters to calculate 3D points, but need to carry the test pattern target with the 

system. The second, called weak calibration, determines the fundamental matrix of the 

system, which determines the epipolar geometry from two uncalibrated views based on 

images of the environment. [41] 

 

Figure 3: Calibration targets used by Zhu et al. The target on the left was used to 
calibrate the camera's intrinsic parameters, and the target on the right was used to 
calibrate the sensor.  [42] 

 

 

This image is not available in the electronic version of this thesis. 
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Lovegrove was seeking a system useful for single camera stereo vision based obstacle 

detection with a wide field of view. Due to the reduction in width of each “view” of some 

other systems, they could not be used. Instead of the inner/outer mirror system used by 

systems such as those by Zhu et al and Mathieu and Devernay, prisms were placed in front of 

the camera, with mirrors outside the prisms (Figure 5). By rotating the prisms, a vertically 

separated full width image pair was produced [43]. 

 

Figure 4: Photo of stereovision system designed by Mathieu and Devernay [41] 
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2.4 Biological Motion of Artificial Limbs 

Biological motion in this context may be defined as motion of a prosthetic arm that has 

similar dynamic characteristics (movements and timing) to natural biological arms. This 

motion in an artificial limb can be realised in many ways including through appropriate 

actuator control.  

An example of a method used to produce biological prosthetic motion, was implemented by 

Ude et al. Ude et al implemented biological-like motion in a 30 degree of freedom humanoid 

robot in which human motion (determined by motion capture) was mapped to a humanoid 

robot by creating a link between the local coordinate axis of the performer while in a neutral 

position to that of the robot [24]. 

 

Automatic control of a multiple degree-of-freedom (DOF) robotic prosthetic limb is difficult 

due to the complex dynamics involved [24]. Further, a given movement can be performed in 

different ways depending on the circumstance (standing, sitting, prone etc) [46]. For example, 

 

Figure 5: The stereo imaging system used by Lovegrove et al. Two prisms are in front 
of the camera and are surrounded by a pair of mirrors. [43] 
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the motion required to pick up a glass of water is different when standing with your arm by 

your side, and when sitting with your arm on a table in front of you.  

A biological human joint does not have a fixed centre of rotation [24]. This contrasts with a 

motor which generally does.  A multi-DOF prosthetic joint powered by multiple motors will 

therefore be limited to the combined centres of rotation of the constituent motors. This can 

reduce the range of reproducible biological motion. 

 

One way that this issue can be solved is by creating a completely new joint that is not just 

reliant on motors. Okada et al accurately replicated the motion of a human shoulder by 

developing such a joint based on a human shoulder (Figure 6) [47]. Accurate shoulder 

replication would help the interaction between humans and robots in part for safety reasons 

[47]. 

 

 

Figure 6: Cybernetic shoulder mechanism developed by Okada et al [47] 
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2.5 Motion Capture Control of a Robotic/Prosthetic Limb 

Control of prosthetic limbs to give the required motion is critical in the quest for obtaining 

biological motion. As the method proposed in this thesis is based around using recorded arm 

motion to control a prosthetic arm, methods of linking the recording and control process are 

needed. 

Ude et al’s humanoid robot system mentioned in section 2.4 used optical motion capture as 

the source of humanoid motion [24]. A standard pose was assumed (Figure 7: left), and the 

local X, Y and Z axes were calculated based on the position of known markers, and joint 

locations were determined by moving all limbs such that there was motion in all degrees of 

freedom. Due to human unreliability when repeatedly taking specific poses, errors can be 

introduced by differences between the calibration pose, however models can be reused if the 

shoulder markers are in a constant location [24]. To maintain visual sanity (such as ensuring 

joints don’t bend the wrong way), bounds were added to the path planning algorithm which 

was used to minimise errors in position [24]. 
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Figure 7: Degrees-of-freedom as defined by Ude et al for their humanoid (left) and the 
shoulder only (right) [24] . 

 

 

 

 

 

This image is not available in the  

electronic version of this thesis. 
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2.6 Aims and Thesis Content 

 

The research had several interrelating aims. 

1. Develop a single-camera mirror-based stereographic camera system, suitable for 

tracking upper limb motion. 

2. Develop a system to replay previously recorded motion in a prosthetic arm. 

3. Evaluate the performance of the developed system(s). 

4. Investigate the practical benefit of the developed system(s) to an amputee. 

This thesis describes the development and testing of a single-camera mirror-based 

stereographic camera system suitable for tracking upper limb motion. 

Chapter three will discuss the stereovision hardware, that is, the creation of the mirror unit, 

and related configuration properties. 

Chapter four will discuss through the software side of the control system, which includes 

communication with the camera, markers and actuators, system control and image 

processing. 

Chapter five will provide practical applications for the developed system, including the 

modification of an existing prosthetic arm. 

Chapter six will assess the performance of the system, in the form of tests on the accuracy of 

the system itself, and patient trials. 

Chapter seven will discuss issues raised in the research, how they can be improved, and will 

provide a conclusion to the research. 
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3 Overall System and Stereovision Hardware 

3.1 Overall System 

The overall system consisted of a central control PC, a prosthetic arm modified for computer 

control and the stereovision hardware, that is, the stereographic mirror unit, controllable 

tracking markers and industrial camera. 

The central control PC was a Pentium 4 3GHz machine with 1GB of RAM. The computer 

was running Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3. An extra network card configured to 

use Jumbo Frames was installed to ensure maximum compatibility with the camera used. 

Several pieces of important software were installed on the control PC. 

• LabVIEW 8.6 Licensed for Professional Version – Academic site licence including 

vision related toolkits 

• Phidget software – Phidget control panel with the following libraries:  

o Phidget21 Version 2.1.6 built Mar 17 2010 14:38:16 

o Phidget21.NET Version 2.1.6.303 

• Pololu Jrk Configuration Utility Version 1.2 & drivers 

• Drivers for the Xbee modem 

LabVIEW was used to develop and run the motion tracking software, the Phidget software 

was used to communicate with larger motor control board, the Pololu software was used to 

configure the motor controllers and the Xbee drivers allowed wireless communication using 

the Xbee modem. 
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3.1.1 Physical System Setup  

The central control PC was connected to circuit boards on the modified prosthetic arm via 

USB. The modification process is detailed in section 5.1. 

The central control PC was connected to the Xbee modem via USB, which was used to 

wirelessly communicate with the tracking markers. 

The central control PC was also connected to the industrial camera via Ethernet. 

The industrial camera was mounted to the rear of the stereographic mirror unit, which was 

aimed at the tracking markers. The markers consisted of a LED “band” and control circuitry.  

The mirror unit is an aluminium quad-mirror system as described in section 3.3, and was 

mounted on a tripod. 

3.2 Stereovision Hardware 

The stereo-vision hardware consisted of a stereographic mirror unit, a series of controllable 

infrared tracking markers and a GigE Vision industrial camera. The camera was a Mikrotron 

EoSens camera with full frame (one megapixel) capture at approximately 80fps. The camera 

was equipped with a 20 mm 1:2.8D lens, set at a focal length of approximately 0.7 m. The 

camera had an Ethernet connection to the control PC allowing for reliable high speed image 

transfer, and allowed the control PC to be at a distance from the camera. 

3.3 Mirror Unit 

The mirror unit designed and constructed was similar to that of Mathieu [41] and Zhu [42]. A 

symmetric four mirror system was used with a single camera. This arrangement has the effect 

of splitting a single camera frame in half, with each half containing the frame that would be 

captured by one of two virtual cameras (C1 and C2) located behind the mirror unit (Figure 

8).  
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The working volume (volume of space in which motion can be captured) was determined by 

tracing the boundary rays of light (i, ii, iii, iv) from the camera, through the mirror unit to the 

target plane (Figure 8). The same process occurs in the vertical direction, however, unlike the 

horizontal reflections, there is no change in direction of the vertical component of the light 

rays. Thus, the further away from the camera, the larger the viewable height. The working 

volume had horizontal boundaries defined by ii and iii, with the total viewable (but not 

necessarily usable) area bounded by i and iv. The design aimed to maximise working volume 

(heavy highlight), but it could not be larger than the total viewable area (light highlight) 

(Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 8: Horizontal cross section of mirror layout showing rays of light. Rays of 
light (heavy dashed lines) i, ii, iii and iv are on the extremities of the area visible to 
the camera. Tracing these rays back through the outer mirrors gives the location of 
two virtual cameras C1 and C2, showing the left and right views respectively that are 
both observed by the physical camera. Rear of the mirrors appear as grey lines/small 
black hashed lines. 

Each of the virtual cameras will only see half of what a physical camera would [42].  
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Figure 9: Mirror unit geometry. Same base figure as Figure 8. Heavy dashed lines 
represent light rays, light dashed lines are construction lines. Rear of the mirrors 
appear as grey lines/small black hashed lines. 

 Variables in the design were; 

a = distance from camera to mirror unit   b = distance between inner and outer mirrors 

m2h = width-space occupied by outer mirrors    m2v = depth-space occupied by outer 
mirrors 

α = angle of inner mirror β = angle of outer mirror (also = m2a) L1 = length of inner 
mirror   L2 = length of outer mirror 

d = distance from back of mirror unit to target plane    ω1 = camera viewing angle 

i, ii, iii, iv = outer rays of light. 

X1 = non-mirror visible region contribution by i/iv   X2 = non-mirror visible region 
contribution by ii,iii. 
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The mirror unit was optimised based on the criteria of working volume, mirror size and 

mirror angle. This working volume is dependent upon the size, position and orientation of the 

mirrors and camera. The inner mirrors of length L1 were fixed at 45 degrees (𝛼 = 45°), while 

the outer mirrors of length L2 were at angle β. The boundary rays of light (i, ii, iii, iv) 

intersected the mirrors at their ends, and the mirror sizes were chosen such that the mirror 

filled the entire area viewable by the associated virtual camera. Using equations ( 1 ) and ( 2 

), the required lengths of the mirrors were able to be calculated for a chosen mirror 

configuration. This enabled the size of the complete mirror system to be calculated for that 

particular configuration. 
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( 2 ) 

 

Equation set 1: Mirror size calculation equations used to determine the length of the mirrors. 

Optimisation was done by varying  a, b, and β  and evaluating L2 and the working volume. 

The working area was calculated using equations ( 3 ) through ( 11 ).  Numbers in the 

equations translate to those in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Angles used for equation derivations 
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= 180− 90 +
𝜔1
2

 

= 90 +
𝜔1
2

 

5 = 180 − 4 − 𝛽 

= 180 − �90 +
𝜔1
2
� − 𝛽 

= 90 −
𝜔1
2
− 𝛽 

6 = 𝛽 − 5  

= 𝛽 − �90 −
𝜔1
2
− 𝛽� 

= 2𝛽 − 90 +
𝜔1
2

 

 

( 5 ) 
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The object being tracked in this research is a human arm, and based on restraints of limited 

shoulder movement, the length of an extended arm was the maximum measurement needed. 

Empirical measurements show that this was approximately 65 cm, so anything larger than a 

65 cm × 65 cm × 65 cm box will have a large enough working area to capture a range of arm 

motions.  Due to the nature of the split camera frame (height>width), height is satisfied if 

width is. Depth is also less of a concern, as generally the arm being tracked will be centred in 

the working area, allowing it to extend into the apex of the working area (Figure 8). 

Despite only needing a 65 cm × 65 cm × 65 cm working area, a larger working area will 

allow patient body movement, and optimisation will allow the working area to be as large as 

possible while still allowing a reasonable cm/pixel resolution. 

Optimisation was done using the algorithm in Figure 11. 

𝑥1 = tan� 6 � (𝑑 −𝑚2𝑣) 

= tan �2𝛽 − 90 +
𝜔1
2
� (𝑑 −𝑚2𝑣) 

= −𝑐𝑜𝑡 �2𝛽 +
𝜔1
2
� (𝑑 −𝑚2𝑣) 

( 6 ) 

𝑥2 = tan(90 − 2𝛽)𝑑 ( 7 ) 

single mirror spread = 𝑥1 + 𝑚2ℎ + 𝑥2 ( 8 ) 

total coverage = 2𝑥1 + 2𝑏 + 2𝑚2ℎ ( 9 ) 

region of recovery for one side = overlapping mirror coverage 

= single mirror spread−
total coverage

2
 

( 10 ) 

working area = 2(region of recovery for one side) 

= 2(𝑥2 − 𝑏) 
( 11 ) 

Equation Set 2: Equations for determining width of working area. 
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First the constants and variables are initialised (values used were: a=0.05, b=0.1, ω1=52, 

βmin=30, βmax=40, β∆=1, dmin=2, dmax=3, d∆=0.1), and then two nested loops run to cycle 

through the combinations of β and d. For each combination of values, the width of the 

working volume is calculated, and logged along with β and d. After completion these logged 

values are plotted. 

The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB. 
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Figure 11: Mirror optimisation algorithm flowchart. The incrementing of d and β used 

values d∆ and β∆ respectively. 
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For simplicity reasons a few values were fixed, these were a, b, ω1 and α. The reasoning 

behind keeping these values fixed is to twofold. ω1, a and α are directly related to the central 

part of the mirror unit incorporating the camera. As α is fixed at 45° and ω1 was fixed at 54° 

based on the focal settings of the lens, a and b were assigned values and fixed to keep the size 

of the mirror unit at a manageable level. 

The plot of the output of the algorithm was a quantity of data representing two surfaces 

(Figure 12). The first of these surfaces was the total viewable area, and the second was the 

working area, with the height of the field representing the width of the respective area. The 

intersection of these two surfaces represented the maximum working area for a specific d and 

what angle β it requires. A value from the working area surface that meets the size 

requirements for the d values required was chosen. This was a 37° outer mirror angle, with 

the target distance of approximately 3 m. 
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Figure 12: Output of the optimisation program. The intersection is where the working 

area (mesh) equals the total viewable area (filled surface). Anywhere where the mesh is 

less than the surface is usable. The bottom surface (with the ridge) shows the line of 

intersection. 

The following values chosen for the physical design of the mirror unit (Table 2) were based 

on the output of a MATLAB implementation of the optimisation algorithm. 
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Table 2: Important measurements used for the construction of the mirror unit.  

Full dimensions of completed unit are available in Section 8.2 

Measurement Value used in design 

a 0.1 m 

b 0.1 m 

α 45° 

β 37° 

ω1 54° 

L1 0.07 m 

L2 0.16 m 

d 3.00 m 

Mirror 1 height 0.1 m 

Mirror 2 height 0.16 m 

 

3.3.1 Mechanical Design 

The mirror unit (including the mirrors2) was designed in Autodesk Inventor (Figure 13 and 

Figure 14 with further schematics and renderings in appendix 8.2). 

The camera was attached to the rear of the fully assembled mirror unit which was then 

attached to a tripod (Figure 15). The camera unit was then able to provide stable, reliable, 

stereographic images to the control PC. An example of such an image taken of an office 

cubicle is Figure 16. This shows not just the two viewpoints, but also the type of objects that 

can exist in a scene, and may need to be taken into account when tracking motion. 

  

                                                 
2 The mirror design used 3mm thick mirrors however mirrors of this thickness could not be cut to size using 
available equipment. Due to this, 6mm mirrors were used instead. 
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Figure 13: Schematic of top side (top) and right side (bottom) of mirror unit with 

camera attached.
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Figure 14: Schematics of front top right view (left) and back right left view (right) of the mirror unit with camera attached
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Figure 15: Front left view of mirror unit with camera attached mounted on tripod. 
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Figure 16: Example unprocessed image from the stereographic camera unit. 

 

3.4 Tracking Markers 

Although markerless tracking systems exist, using markers with an imaging system allows 

rapid determination of the location of specific points on the arm being tracked, namely the 

shoulder, elbow and wrist. It is these points which enable all the required data for arm motion 

to be captured and replicated.  

The tracking markers had several requirements which needed to be fulfilled. They needed to 

be light, easy to wear, easily detectable, and reliably during arm movements. Printed markers 
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with unique geometric shapes were used during preliminary stages which, although light, 

easy to wear, and allowed multiple markers to be detected simultaneously, suffered large 

amounts of distortion during arm movements, especially those which caused rotation in 

multiple axes. This needed to be resolved so the markers could be detected regardless of 

orientation during 6-D.O.F movement. Image processing speed was also a major issue.  

The markers used were infrared “blob” markers. These markers were activated sequentially, 

one at a time, enabling unique identification of each marker by the imaging system. 

Using blob based markers simplified their detection, as only “blobs” needed to be detected, 

not complex shapes. A blob will still be a blob regardless of rotation, and if activated 

sequentially, markers do not need visually different. Blob detection in an image processing 

system is also typically much faster than searching for geometric shapes. 

The task of creating an orientation invariant blob for wearing was solved by using a ring of 

LEDs around the limb to create a blob, and then locating the centroid of this blob. The 

centroid of the ring would be the same regardless of the ring’s orientation. The worst case 

scenario would be a side on view of the ring, in which case the centroid would be detected as 

being on the edge of the ring, creating an offset equal to the half the thickness of the 

joint/limb.  

Background clutter caused by everyday items such as chairs and desks (Figure 16) greatly 

increases the computational requirements needed to locate specific objects (especially those 

of a “blob-like” nature) within the image, so a way to minimise this was also a requirement to 

maintain high-speed tracking. The GigE camera used was highly sensitive to infrared light, 

and this presented an ideal opportunity to use infrared LEDs to create the light “blobs”. 

Combined with a filter on the camera to block visible light, the infrared LEDs were captured 

in the camera frames as a white-grey blob on a black background. This provided a significant 
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speed increase compared to detecting geometric shapes, while also providing orientation 

indifferent detection and reducing the number of objects in each half of a particular stereo 

image pair to a single object (the marker). 

The LED ring was created by placing infrared LEDs on multiple circuit boards, and creating 

a band that connected to the limb using Velcro. This allowed the band to be put on with 

minimal effort, and the size of the band to be adjusted based on limb size. The LED band was 

then connected to the marker control board. 

The next issue to be solved was how to turn markers on and off as required so they could be 

sequentially captured. Due to the inherent uncontrollable nature of the speed of operation of 

current consumer level operating systems, it is difficult to create a marker control system that 

operates independently to the control software, while maintaining stable synchronisation 

between the capture software and the markers to enable extended motion capture sessions. 

Controlling the markers directly from the control software was the simplest way of 

maintaining synchronicity, and an elegant way of enabling this control was by using an on-

marker microcontroller. The microcontroller had three requirements. It needed to be small, 

have low power consumption, output enough current to trigger a MOSFET for LED control 

and allow serial communication to allow commands to be received from the control software. 

The chosen microcontroller was the PIC16F688 microcontroller. This was small, had a very 

low power requirement, contained pins for USART serial communication, and was able to 

output enough current to switch a MOSFET [48]. 

As wired connections between markers and the control PC can restrict movement, wireless 

communication was implemented as the preferred method of communicating serially with the 

markers. The XBee wireless communications system was used. This consisted of a USB 

XBee modem (OUR-XBEEPRO XBeePro USB 2.4GHz Comm) attached to the control PC, 
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with XBee modules attached to the marker control unit in accordance with the schematic in 

Figure 17 and the block diagram in Figure 18. The Xbee modules (4214A-XBEE) allowed 

USART based serial communications with the microcontroller using only two connections 

between the two, while the XBee modem behaved as a simple serial port.  This XBee system 

then allowed the microcontroller to be controlled via serial commands directly from the PC as 

if it were physically connected. 
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Figure 17: Schematic of marker control board. PIC16F688 microcontroller is shown in the centre, then clockwise from the top left: 9V 
power supply (battery) input, voltage regulator, microcontroller programming interface, XBee wireless module with status LED and 
control activation input (pin 5), battery status monitoring input (not implemented), battery status monitoring output LED (not 
implemented), battery connected LED, connection to infrared LED band.  
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Figure 18: Functional block diagram for the schematic in Figure 17. 
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Figure 19: Tracking marker control unit with XBee wireless module (top) and tracking 

marker LED band (bottom). 

The microcontrollers in the completed marker control unit (Figure 19) were each 

programmed to respond to serial data in one of two ways. If the data received matched a pre-

programmed value, then the controller would turn on the LEDs, if the data received was 

anything else, it would turn them off in accordance with Figure 20. Each marker had a unique 

pre-programmed ‘flash’ string which provided implicit addressing, and reduced the required 

number of serial commands, as the activation of one marker automatically deactivated the 

others. The activation data was a single ASCII character corresponding to the marker number 

(e.g. “1” for marker 1). Three marker bands were constructed, with activation logic as shown 

in Table 3. 
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Figure 20: Control algorithm for each marker. This entire process loops constantly 

while the marker unit is appropriately powered. 

To provide the sequential activation required, the control software sent each of the commands 

in turn, taking an image after each command was sent.  

By examining the results in Table 3 it can be see that at any one time in a closed system 

implementation, that is, one with no external systems interfering with it, there will be a 

maximum of one marker active at any one time, which ensures that only a single marker will 

appear in any stereo image pair. 
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Table 3: On/Off response to various commands. "1", "2", "3" represent ASCII 

characters "49", "50" and "51" respectively. 

               Command        

Marker 
“1” “2” “3” Other 

1 On Off Off Off 

2 Off On Off Off 

3 Off Off On Off 

 

The timing of the marker changes gives an insight into how quickly the data can be captured. 

The actual speed of switching is negligible compared to operating speed of the program (the 

markers themselves switch status almost instantaneously upon receiving the correct 

command). The effective marker switching speed is thus governed by the operation speed of 

the program. These timing delays will be discussed further in section 5.2 suffice to say at this 

point in the thesis, that the serial communication VI takes about 0.3% of the total time (based 

on the run time of the top level VI). 

3.5 Hardware Communication 

There were four main hardware components of the system that require communication. These 

were the camera, the markers, the actuator (prosthesis) and the central control PC. The 

control PC acted as a central hub for system communication, and all communication was 

controlled by it, and must pass through it, as shown in Figure 21.  

Communications between the camera and control PC were via an Ethernet connection using 

the GigE camera standard. This was robust and was of no real concern due to compatibility 

included in LabVIEW after installing the Vision Acquisition Software add-on.  
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The tracking markers relied on wireless communication. Xbee drivers created a virtual COM 

port through which serial commands could be sent to the markers via the USB Xbee modem. 

 

Figure 21: System components, their connections, and communication flow.  

1: A bidirectional communication (Ethernet) between the camera and PC.  

2: A bidirectional serial communication (USB) between the PC and XBee modem.  

3: A bidirectional wireless communication between the XBee modem and the XBee 
receiver modules on the markers.  

4:  A bidirectional serial communication between the Xbee receiver and the 
Microcontroller 

5: A single direction communication between the microcontroller and the LED band.  

6: Optical detection of the LED markers by the camera.  

7: Single direction communication between the PC and prosthesis. 
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4 Control Software 

Implemented on the central control PC was software for system control, image processing, 

3D stereo tracking, communications, motor control and data logging. Each of these was 

implemented in a LabVIEW. These VIs were used as Sub-VIs within a higher level 

LabVIEW VI, with the top level VI providing overall system control. In describing the VI 

levels, the top level VI will be referred to as level 0. A level 1 VI would be a Sub-VI with the 

top level, a level 2 VI would be a Sub-VI within a level 1 VI etc. 

4.1 Image Processing and 3D Tracking 

Locating the markers in 3D space requires that they are first located in the stereo image. Due 

to the use of infrared markers and the filter on the camera, while the capture is in progress, 

the stereo image appears as a black image with two white-grey blobs in it. The image is 

thresholded giving the purely two-tone image in Figure 22. This is in contrast to a stereo 

image which has not been filtered or thresholded such as Figure 16 and Figure 23 which 

show other objects which can be removed by filtering rather than image processing. 

The blobs in the captured images show the marker of interest from the left and right 

viewpoints. Each viewpoint will only ever appear in one half of the image, and each half of 

the image was individually searched. The most important value returned was the location of 

the centre of the blob. If more than one object was detected, the image was rejected. This 

helped ensure that it was the marker being tracked and not some form of interference. 
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Figure 22: Stereo image with the filter applied. Blobs in this figure are white rather 

than grey-white as thresholding has been applied post capture. Only a single marker is 

visible in each side, as only one marker should be on at any one time. 

 

Figure 23: Unfiltered and unprocessed image of person wearing tracking markers. 
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There is a unique relationship between the locations of the pair of blobs, and the real world 

location of the marker.  The locations of the centres of the located blobs were used as inputs 

to a series of lookup table interpolations representing the transformation between pixel 

locations and real world locations. For each blob detection three lookup tables were used, one 

for each of the X, Y and Z axes. The output of these tables was combined into a real world 

[x-y-z] coordinate for the current target marker.  Repeating this process for each marker 

enabled the calculation of arm orientation based on simple trigonometry. The flex was 

determined by the angle formed by the shoulder, elbow and wrist, while the rotation was 

defined as the rotation of the fore-arm away from a line parallel to the target plane with the 

elbow as the pivot point. 
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Figure 24: Flow chart of one cycle of the capture process. As indicated the right hand 

flow chart represents the process that occurs within each of the first three processes in 

the left hand flow chart. 

By repeatedly performing these image processing and calculating tasks (Figure 24), the 

position of the arm can be tracked over time and the timing details combined with the 

associated arm orientation to give a numerical description of the motion traced by the arm 

being tracked. This data is then optionally logged in a format that is both human and machine 

readable. The log file contains a timestamp3 for the shoulder, elbow, and wrist detection, as 

                                                 
3 The timestamp uses the LabVIEW “Tick Count (ms)” function which gives a timestamp in ms, however the 
reference value is not defined. Although this prevents conversion back to a known physical time, the motion 
tracking algorithm implemented only uses the difference between successive measurements to determine the 
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well as the detected and corrected X, Y and Z coordinates for each of the three joints and 

finally the rotation and flex of the elbow. 

4.2 Lookup-table Generation 

 Creation of the lookup table consisted of two steps, the first was gathering a large number of 

real world points, and their respective pixel coordinates. The second was turning these into a 

lookup table that was compatible with LabVIEW. 

To ensure that a large number of points with known spacing were available, a large grid of 

580 squares in a 20 x 29 grid was created and mounted on a movable office divider screen 

(Figure 25). Each of these squares measured 2 cm square, with 2 cm spacing in each direction 

between squares. This gave the square centroids a regular spacing of 4 cm in both the x and y 

direction. 

This grid was placed at nine different distances (approximately 10 cm apart) from the camera 

unit and imaged with the stereo mirror unit4 at each one. This created a grid of approximately 

5000 points with a 4 cm x 4 cm x ~10 cm (x-y-z) grid spacing. Distances from the camera to 

the grid were measured using a Bosch DLE70 laser range finder which allowed the capture of 

accurate, non-contact distance measurements. 

Due to the regular grid in the X-Y plane and the measurements in the Z axis, the real world 

location of each square was known with high accuracy. 

 

                                                                                                                                                        
speed etc at which the motion is occurring, thus physical times are not needed, only times that can be used in 
comparisons. Minor modifications would allow the start time to be written to the log if required. 
4 For the generation of the lookup table the visible light filter was removed from the camera so that the squares 
were visible under normal lab conditions. 
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Figure 25: Calibration grid mounted to a movable divider. 

 

The collected data was imported into MATLAB, and sorted to ensure there was a consistent 

order of points for both the left and right views. This sorting process exploited the perspective 
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based distortion of the squares to locate the top left or top right point5, and then locating the 

point which is next to it, then the point next to that, and repeating until all the points are 

placed in the correct order. When the first point of each row was detected, the point below it 

was also found for when the next row was started. 

Using the meshgrid and griddata MATLAB functions6, the data was interpolated into 

lookup tables for the X, Y and Z axes, with varying interpolation methods and resolutions for 

later comparison. These lookup tables had a constant offset between points. The lookup 

tables were then able to be used in the developed LabVIEW VIs. 

4.3 Software Communication 

All communication protocols are handled at a software level. The only “exception” is the 

transparent wireless XBee connection which behaves as a wired serial connection.  

The camera used is supported by the LabVIEW IMAQdx library which provides simple 

camera configuration, and enables various methods of image capture including grab-on-

demand and extracting frames from a continuous stream of images. LabVIEW also 

implements a version of the VISA standard7 which contains simple access to serial 

communication protocols. This allowed communication over the self contained Xbee system, 

which although required drivers to be installed on the control PC, was transparent to the Sub-

VI used for serial communication (Figure 26). 

                                                 
5 In the left/right side, the top left/right point is the point that is furthest away from the centre of the cluster of 
points. 
6 The meshgrid and griddata functions are used to interpolate given data into a data set with constant spacing, 
and then place that data in a 2D array suitable for plotting in a 3D graph. 
7 The Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) is a standard for configuring, programming, and 
troubleshooting instrumentation systems comprising GPIB, VXI, PXI, Serial, Ethernet, and/or USB 
interfaces.[49] National-Instruments. National Instruments VISA  [Online].  Available: 
http://www.ni.com/visa/,  
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Figure 26: LabVIEW code used in serial communications. The serial session is extracted 

from the cluster and then written to. There is no direct reference to the XBee system, 

only the existing serial session. 

 

Control of an attached prosthesis used the Phidgets system, which using provided software 

drivers, allows a LabVIEW VI to send commands to the phidgets 8-motor servo controller 

(Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27: LabVIEW code used to adjust the motors in the prosthetic. The black section 

is where some superfluous code was removed for clarity purposes. 
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4.4 Developed LabVIEW Program 

The software component of the motion capture system was developed in LabVIEW. There 
are two components to this development, the front panel or user interface, which the user uses 
to control the motion capture program, and the block diagram, which is the back end code for 
the motion capture system. This section will discuss the various components of each of these. 

4.4.1 User Interface 
Upon opening the program, the window in Figure 28 is displayed to the user.  

 

Figure 28: Full user interface. 

The user interface is divided into six key regions as shown in Figure 29. Each of these six 

regions has a unique purpose, and may itself have separate regions within it.  
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Figure 29: User interface with each section highlighted and labelled. 

Section one contains buttons to start and stop the motion capture process. The run button 

becomes active after the lookup table data has been loaded after the start of the program. The 

stop button can be used to stop the program after it has started the motion tracking component 

of the program. When the program is running, the contents of section two are used to display 

status information to the user.  

Section three gives operating instructions for the basic operation of the program. This section 

does not have any live control over, or output from the system, but instead provides the 

operating instructions in a clear, easy to see way. 

Section four shows a graphical representation of the location of each of the markers in 3D. 

Each graph shows the location of each marker in one of the x, y or z axes. The upper graph 
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represents the x axis, the middle graph represents the y values and the bottom graph 

represents the z values. A numerical version of section four is in section five. This section has 

two tabs. One contains the raw output, and the other shows the corrected output. The top, 

middle and bottom rows represent the shoulder, elbow and wrist respectively, while the left 

middle and right columns represent the x, y and z axes respectively. Generally the corrected 

output tab was used, as that showed the most up to date output from the system, while the raw 

output contained some linear offsets in the Y axis. As such the raw output is good for 

debugging as it shows the data straight from the lookup table. 

Section six is much larger with multiple tabs each with non-trivial contents. Each tab or tab 

group will be shown. Four of these tabs show images while the motion tracking system is 

running, while the other four are configuration tabs used to control various aspects of the 

system.  

Tab one and two show a live view of the left and right virtual cameras, or in other words, the 

left and right half of the captured image. This is simply half of the full image, so they will not 

be shown in their own screenshot, but look similar to tabs three and four. 

Tab three shows the full original image, while tab four (Figure 30) shows a “rejoined” image. 

The rejoined image is the result of applying translation and rotational transformations to the 

left and right half of the original image. 
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Figure 30: User interface section six tabs three and four contain the original and aligned 

(if used) camera images. Figure shown is an “in-use” capture. 

Tab five (Figure 31) has a number of pre-run settings. These include whether or not data is 

logged, whether the frames are saved etc. 

The camera name list box provides an option of selecting one of the available cameras 

connected to the system. Similarly VISA resource name allows the user to select the 

appropriate serial port for communication with the markers. In this system, the Xbee modem 

created its serial port at COM9. 
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Save Images allows the user to save all the captured camera frames to a file storage location 

selected at run-time.  

A data log can be created by selecting the log option. 

If the user only wants the location of this VI, perhaps they wish to call it programmatically, 

they can select the "VI Location Out Only" button, which causes none of the main body of 

the program to run, but simply passes out a file path. In the case of this project, a higher level 

VI has been written to select between several VIs. This option is used to allow this VI to be 

opened upon pressing a button. 

 

Figure 31: User interface section six tab five shows pre-run settings. 
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Tab six (Figure 32) is used to configure the motors including enabling and disabling them 

and setting speed limits. 

The previous motor positions are available as are the current ones. 

The “Motor Engaged?” Button is used to enable or disable the motors during program 

running. This can be toggled at any time before, during or after the program run. 

The two groups of four number controls allow the user to set custom values for the maximum 

and minimum motor positions, as well as maximum and minimum servo control values. This 

is useful for motors that only allow inputs within a certain range. 

The lower two number controls allow a speed limit to be set on the movement to help smooth 

motion. 

 

Figure 32: User interface section six tab six contains motor control information. 

Tab seven (Figure 33) contains controls for setting various image processing tasks. 
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The Blob detection settings section is used to control the parameters used to detect the 

markers in the images. Such options include whether to search for bright or dark objects (the 

infrared markers appear as white, so bright objects are used in this system), restrictions on 

object size, etc. 

Also available in this tab are controls to determine whether or not to threshold the image, and 

if so, which method of threshold and threshold settings to use.  

 

Figure 33: User interface section six tab seven contains image processing settings. 
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Tab eight (Figure 34) has a vast amount of information on the current program state including 

counts of the number of objects currently detected, values used in various calculations, 

settings for manipulating the general workflow such as interpolation time, time delays, and 

other inputs to various components of the system. 

The interpolation method allows the user to select which one of several methods of 

interpolation will be used to search the non-defined values in the lookup tables. Methods 

available are nearest, linear, bicubic and bicubic spline. Bilinear is used to prevent bad errors 

occurring at the edges of known valid data. 

All paths good shows whether all file paths selected when the program is started are good. 

Wait time is connected to the SubVI in Figure 52, and is used to determine how long to wait 

after serial transmission before the program continues. 

Depending on which arm is being tracked, the “Tracking Right Arm?” button can be set.  

Mirror output is used to determine whether or not the output should reflect the arm being 

tracked, or the equivalent opposite arm. 

Show boxes overlays boxes around the detected objects. 

Correction type is explained in the description of the data cleanup SubVI. 

SD scale factor, SD “bonus” and SD “bonus” Z are used to configure the standard deviation 

correction type (explained later), and flipper reverses the rotation. 

VI path simply shows the file path of the top level VI. 

The remainder of the outputs in this tab all show raw data flowing from various components 

of the system.  
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Figure 34: User interface section six tab eight contains debugging settings. 
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4.4.2 Block Diagram 

To reduce the physical size of the VI, and allow clean, simple code reuse, multiple levels of 

custom SubVIs were implemented in the hierarchy shown in Figure 35. The top level VI will 

be discussed initially, and then each SubVI will be discussed in the general order in which it 

occurs within the top level VI just described. Although each of these SubVIs has a user 

interface available, they are completely hidden from the user, and are not used. 

 

Figure 35: Program hierarchy. Only custom written VIs are shown. 

 

The top level VI (Figure 36) is large and complex and as such needs to be divided into 

sections. 
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Figure 36: Full block diagram 

 

The top level block diagram has seven key sections. 

 

Figure 37: Block diagram with each section highlighted. 

The order of execution is 1, 2, 3, 4+5+6 in parallel and then 7. 

Section 1:  This section (Figure 38) is used to load the data for the lookup tables from the file 

system. 
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Figure 38: Block diagram section one: Loading the lookup tables. 

The first frame is used to load all the input files. If this process is cancelled, or an invalid file 

path is given, the program will display an error message and stop running. The program can 

then be re-run to choose the correct files. 

Section 2: Loads values entered by the user on the front panel prior to running. 

 

Figure 39: Section two of the block diagram: Loading initial variables. 
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A few things need to be set before the program is run, such as whether or not to save each 

frame, whether to log the data, and references to the camera and VISA resource (used for 

serial communication). Once section two is entered, it remains in a loop (Figure 39) until the 

user clicks the run button and the program continues. 

Section 3: Converts lookup table files into the correct format. 

 

Figure 40: Section three of the block diagram shows the extraction of lookup table 

information from the loaded files. 
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Section three (Figure 40) loads the spreadsheet files and converts the contained data into an 

array format.  The relevant sections are then extracted from the new arrays and combined into 

a cluster for use elsewhere in the program. 

Section 4: The “main” body of the program. This section loops continuously (Figure 41) until 

the user clicks the stop button on the user interface. Motion capture is run in this section 

which generates processes and converts the motion capture data into the format used by the 

rest of the program. 

 

Figure 41: Section four of the block diagram is related to the motion capture process. 

This section of the code has three sections (Figure 42, Figure 43 and Figure 44), each of 

which deals with a specific part of the motion capture process. 
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Figure 42: Block diagram of section four, part one loads variables. 

Initially in each loop (Figure 42), some variables are set to either show/hide information at 

the request of the user (based on settings on the user interface), or set with  data which by its 
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nature changes from loop to loop, for example timing data, or information from a previous 

loop. 

A lot of the variables are then placed into a cluster. This not only keeps the block diagram 

tidy, but allows information to be used and updated easily when needed. 

 

Figure 43: Block diagram of section four part two handles the image/motion capture 

process. 

Next the actual motion capture code runs. This part of the code is contained in a sequence 

structure (Figure 43) to maintain the correct order of events. The motion capture code cycles 

through the joints in the order of shoulder, elbow and then wrist. First the relevant marker is 

activated by sending the correct serial command. Next the image is taken, and the data 

extracted. Finally the marker is deactivated, and some calculations are performed. This 

process occurs for each marker but some of the tasks (such as serial communication and 

calculations) share a frame. 
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Figure 44: Block diagram of section four part three handles data correction, display, 

and management. 

The final stage in the motion capture process is to optionally provide a correction to attempt 

to remove as much “bad” data as possible. One of several types of correction (discussed later) 

can be used. Relevant data is then displayed on the user interface, and the data is added to a 

queue of data for temporary storage until it is processed by other parts of the program. 
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Section 5: This section of the code is used to calculate the orientation of the arm, and log the 

data. This section is also used to drive the graphic displays on the user interface. This section 

runs in a separate loop (Figure 45) to the motion capture to allow it to run independently and 

without significantly impacting or being impacted upon by the motion capture process. 

 

Figure 45: Section five of the block diagram. Data display and arm orientation 

calculation. 

This loop is divided into two main sections. Each section is fairly light computationally 

compared to the motion capture code, and so both can be run in the same loop. 
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Figure 46: Block diagram of section five part 1:  Graphical display of camera images 

and marker positions. 

The first section (Figure 46) handles displaying some of the more frequently updated 

graphical information on screen. The upper part shows manipulated versions of the camera 

frames, while the lower section updates the graphical marker position information. 

 

Figure 47: Block diagram of section five part two: Arm orientation calculation and 

logging. 

The larger section of the code (Figure 47) is used to actually calculate the arm orientation 

based on the location of the markers, and then log the data if required. Only one case in the 
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nested cast statement is shown as all are essentially identical, but with small changes 

depending on other inputs. 

 

Section 6: This section is used to convert the arm orientation to motor positions and handle 

motor control based on user selected limits for motor range and speed. The actual conversion 

is done in the first part of the inner section of the code (Figure 48) based on user entered 

inputs from section six, tab six of the top level user interface (Figure 32). 

 

Figure 48: Block diagram of section six: Motor control. 

 

Section 7: Once the motion capture process is completed, all three simultaneous loops are 

terminated automatically.  Section seven (Figure 49) contains code used to tidy everything 

up.  The first frame shows a message to the user with information on the size of the log file 

created (if one was), and also closes all communication channels that have been opened. This 

includes communication with the camera, servo and serial communication, as well as intra-

program channels like the data queues and timing information. 

The final frame displays a message with the number of queue elements dropped due to 

program termination. This is generally only the last element, which in practice would not be 
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needed. The “running” indicator on the user interface is then turned off, a message is 

displayed to the user to state that the program has completed, and code is run to tell 

LabVIEW to free up any memory that was used by this VI. 

 

Figure 49: Block diagram of section seven: Post-run cleanup. 

 

Having completed the description of the top level VI, the interest falls to the SubVIs created 

to perform repetitive tasks. For each SubVI, the icon representing that SubVI and any 

connectors used will be shown followed by the block diagram. 
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The first of these to run is the “SETUP” SubVI. 

 

Figure 50: Initial Setup SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

This SubVI has five inputs and five outputs (Figure 50). All five inputs, come out of section 

two of the block diagram (Figure 39) and all but error in are set by the user. Of the six 

outputs, all except for the error output, get passed straight into section four of the block 

diagram (Figure 41 and Figure 42). 

 

 

Figure 51: Block diagram of initial setup. 

The block diagram for the Initial Setup SubVI (Figure 51) simply takes the inputs and opens 

the appropriate references to allow all the communication to take place. The camera name 

input is used to generate IMAGE ACQUISITION and Session Out, which are an IMAQ 
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image and a camera session respectively. Serial Port is used to open a Serial Session, and the 

two selected path outputs come are optionally given a real file path if the user chooses to 

write a log, or save the camera images. 

The error in and out are used to force flow control. 

The second custom VI encountered is the “Serial Communicator” VI. This takes the 

previously generated data cluster, and a named joint, and sends the appropriate serial 

command. 

 

Figure 52: Serial Communicator VI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

This SubVI has three inputs and a single output (Figure 52), and is completely hidden from 

the user. 

The “millisecond delay” and “Body Part” inputs are hard coded when the block diagram this 

SubVI occurs. The “Main Cluster in” input comes from the first part of section four of the 

block diagram (Figure 42), and is automatically generated. 

The block diagram (Figure 26) has two frames which are used for debugging purposes. These 

frames (the first and last) are disabled within the code itself, and are unable to enabled 

programmatically. The remainder of the code is quite simple. The “activation character” for 

the current marker is sent via serial, and then the program waits for a short time period. This 

is to allow the serial data to actually be transmitted, received and acted upon, before 

continuing. 
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Immediately following the “Serial Communicator” VI is the “Blob Data Extractor” VI. 

 

Figure 53: Blob data extractor SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

This SubVI has two inputs and a single output (Figure 53). The main data cluster flows 

through from the serial communicator immediately preceding it. The allow registration input 

is from section six tab seven of the user interface (Figure 33). The data cluster output 

contains graphical overlay information, other object information, and the 3D location as 

detected. 

 

 

Figure 54: Blob data extractor block diagram 

The block diagram for this VI (Figure 54) is essentially divided into three sections. The first 

section (Figure 55) uses some information from the main data cluster as inputs into the 

“Image Acquisition” SubVI (discussed later).  The image is then split into two. 
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Figure 55: Blob data extractor section one. 

 

The two sections of the split image are then optionally rectified, before being passed to 

section two (Figure 56). 

 

Figure 56: Blob data extractor section two 

Section two searches for blobs in each half of the image, and then extracts and sorts the 

required blob information using a dedicated SubVI. 
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Figure 57: Blob data extractor section three. 

Section three (Figure 57) interpolates the two blob location into a 3D coordinate using the 

Interp3D SubVI. 

 

 

Figure 58: Blob sorter VI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

This VI has eight inputs and eight outputs (Figure 58). Although inputs and outputs for each 

arm joint are available, in the current implementation only one joint is measured at a 

particular time. The inputs come from the IMAQ Count Objects 2 VIs shown to the north-

west and south-west of the block sorter SubVI in Figure 56. The sorting process simply 

changes the useful information from a joint based grouping to an axis based grouping. 

The shifted values are then passed on to some code to draw overlays on the image, and to 

section three. These shifted variables are based on the detected locations and the value of x 

split (which is hard coded to zero at present). As only a single object is detected at each time, 
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and the code will only proceed if a single object is detected, object number is also hard coded 

to zero (the first object). 

The block diagram for this section is fairly simple and so is not shown. 

 

The Interp3D SubVI has seven inputs and two outputs (Figure 59). 

 

Figure 59: Interp3D SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

 

Two of the inputs are connected to feedback from the output; these are “Prev Interp Result” 

and “Previous interp at”. The “LOOKUP TABLES” input is connected to the lookup table 

data in section one of the top level VI. The interpolation method is user selectable, and the 

“Interp?” Input is connected such that it is only true if one and only one object is detected 

simultaneously in each section of the captured image. 
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Figure 60: Interp3D block diagram 

The 3D interpolator SubVI, takes the location of the objects in 2D as detected in the left and 

right sections of the split image, and from this determines a 3D location using interpolation 

functions built into LabVIEW (Figure 60). The interpolation results are then converted to a 

string and output to three decimal places, along with the value used for the interpolation. 

In the case where invalid data is produced by the motion capture section of code, the previous 

interpolation values are reused. 

The interpolation data, is combined with the overlay data from the blob sorter VI and is then 

output back into the top level VI, where it is passed to the final custom made SubVI in 

section four of the top level VI. 
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The Data Corrector SubVI is used to provide a linear correction to the data. It has just a 

single input and a single output as per Figure 61. 

 

Figure 61: Data corrector SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

The data corrector VI is quite simple. It simply applies manually entered linear corrections to 

the data to counteract any misalignment that may have occurred during setup. 

Once all three joints have been located and corrected, they are passed to a SubVI used to 

clean the stream of data. This SubVI is used to convert the data into a different format and 

then help ensure that all the data being passed to the motors and data log is valid. 

The Data Cleaner SubVI has ten inputs and a single output (Figure 62). The four inputs in the 

“Previous CCA” group are feedback from the output. Frame number comes from the loop 

structure on the top level VI. The “SD” group inputs are provided by the user in tab eight of 

section six of the user interface. The correction type is also user settable in tab eight of 

section six, and is used to choose what type of correction is used. 

 

Figure 62: Data cleaner SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

There are three types of correction available. The first option is to have no correction at all. 

This simply passes the data straight from the data format change, to the output. The second 

option averages the current and previous data result. This helps reduce any spikes will still 
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maintaining the basic trend of the data.  The final option is based on the standard deviation of 

the current and previous four runs. 

This is an optional step and so the VI block diagram is not show. 

 

The data logging is provided by a custom VI which takes the data from the various stages of 

the program, and combines them into an appropriate format. The data logger VI has four 

inputs with no output (Figure 63). 

 

Figure 63: Logger SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

The file path input is selected at the beginning of the top level program when it is run, if the 

log option was selected prior to running. Append is always true. The cluster to log input is 

connected to the large cluster which is used to store a lot of data from the rest of the program. 

The calculated input contains the orientation of the arm calculated in part two of section five 

of the program. 

The first row of the data log is a header showing what each data column represents. Twenty 

three data columns are logged, these fall into eight groups: 

1. Stime, Etime, Wtime: A timestamp in ms at which the shoulder, elbow and wrist were 

recorded. 

2. SX, SY, SZ: The uncorrected X, Y and Z coordinates of the shoulder. 

3. SXc, SYc, SZc: The corrected X, Y and Z coordinates of the shoulder. 

4. EX, EY, EZ: The uncorrected X, Y and Z coordinates of the elbow. 
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5. EXc, EYc, EZc: The corrected X, Y and Z coordinates of the elbow. 

6. WX, WY, WZ: The uncorrected X, Y and Z coordinates of the wrist. 

7. WXc, WYc, WZc: The corrected X, Y and Z coordinates of the wrist. 

8. Erot, Eangle: The rotation angle and flexion angle of the elbow as calculated by the 

motion capture software. 

Due to the simplicity of this step, and the numerous ways in which it can be performed, a 

block diagram is not shown. Suffice to say that on the first loop a header file is written, and 

subsequent loops write actual log data. An example log file is shown in appendix section 8.3. 

 

The final set of SubVIs relate to the motors. 

To enable the motors to be used, they are first set up using the Motor Setup SubVI. This has a 

single input and six outputs (Figure 64). 

 

Figure 64: Motor Setup SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

The motor setup SubVI  uses vendor provided drivers to open the communications channel 

with the Phidgets motor control board, and set up each of the individual motors in terms of 

acceleration, velocity limit, speed ramping, and servo type (Figure 65). 
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Figure 65: Block diagram for Motor Setup SubVI. 

 

Once setup, the motors can be used simply by passing a motor reference and a position value 

to the Move Motor SubVI. The Move Motor SubVI has four inputs and two outputs (Figure 

66). 

 

Figure 66: Move Motor SubVI with Inputs/Outputs shown. 

The motor reference input is supplied by the Motor Setup SubVI, as is the motor index. The 

motor engaged input is based on a user input from the top level user interface section six, tab 

six (Figure 32). The new motor position input is from calculations in section six of the top 

level block diagram. 
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Figure 67: Block diagram of the Move Motor SubVI. 

The process of moving a motor is very linear, and uses six dll references (Figure 67). First 

speed ramping is disabled, and then a velocity limit is set. This limit relates to the motor only. 

There is also a program level velocity limit which is user configurable. The minimum 

position is configured, and the current motor position is read and displayed. If the motors are 

turned on, and enabled in the user interface, then the motors are then enabled. The new 

position, if valid, is then sent to the motor, otherwise the old position is sent to the motor. 
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5 Motion Tracking System Applications and Performance 

There are two main applications for which the motion tracking system can be used; real-time 

motion duplication and replaying previously recorded motions. These applications are 

presented in this chapter. A prosthetic arm used in both applications is first described 

followed by the applications themselves. The performance of the motion tracking system is 

then investigated. A third application of the motion tracking system is also presented. 

5.1 Prosthetic Arm Modification 

The motion tracking system was used to control a motorised prosthetic arm. The arm 

consisted of an upper arm, lower arm, two degree-of-freedom (flex and rotation) elbow and a 

one degree of freedom (rotation) wrist (Figure 68). The joints were motorised using DC 

servomotors and controllers under PC control configured as shown in Figure 69. The elbow 

rotation servomotor had an inbuilt servo controller that could not be adjusted. The elbow flex 

and wrist rotation servomotors were fitted with external controllers allowing control action 

tuning. The wrist joint was not actively used in the research.  
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The controllers fitted to the elbow flex and wrist rotation motors were “Pololau Jrk 21v3 

USB” motor controllers (smaller boards in Figure 70), these enabled precise custom PID 

control, as well as placing limits on the maximum duty cycle and current.  To control the 

servomotors from the control PC, a “PhidgetAdvancedServo 8-Motor (1061)” controller 

(larger board in Figure 70) was installed onto the arm along with the Pololu controllers. This 

control board allows the simultaneous control of up to eight servomotors (only three were 

needed for the arm) via a USB connection to a PC.   

 

 

Figure 68: Prosthetic arm mounted on a stand with control boards. Hand is shown 
attached, but is not used in this research. Two of the possible arm orientations are 
shown.  

Elbow 

Wrist 
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Figure 70: Circuit boards used to control the prosthetic arm. The two smaller boards 

(Pololu Jrk 21v3 USB) turn DC motors into servomotors, while the larger board 

(PhidgetAdvancedServo 8-Motor (1061)) allows control of servomotors via USB.  

 

Figure 69: Connections for Prosthetic Arm. The control PC is connected to the 
Phidget control board with a USB cable. The Phidget control board is connected to 
the Pololu controllers and the elbow rotation motor using three wires each. The 
Pololu controllers are connected to their motors using three wires each. 
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Vendor provided drivers allowed the Phidget board to be easily controlled from within the 

LabVIEW control program running on the control PC. The Phidget control board allowed 

setting target position, maximum speed and acceleration, speed ramping, rotation limits, as 

well as activating and deactivating the motors on command. The Phidget and Pololu boards 

were connected to the each other, the control PC and motors according to the layout in Figure 

69 and were then mounted onto an aluminium plate with polymer risers (Figure 70). This 

plate and the prosthetic arm were then mounted on a stand (Figure 68).  

5.1.1 Arm Orientation Calculations 
It can be assumed that the location of all three joints is known in three-dimensions (the x, y 

and z axes). In the following equations sh, el and wr represent the shoulder, elbow and wrist 

respectively, while X, Y and Z represent the location in the respective axes. The distance 

between each joint can then be determined as in equation (12) which shows the calculation of 

the distance between the shoulder and the elbow. Other distances use the same theory. 

𝐿𝑠ℎ−𝑒𝑙 = �(𝑋𝑠ℎ − 𝑋𝑒𝑙)2 + (𝑌𝑠ℎ − 𝑌𝑒𝑙)2 + (𝑍𝑠ℎ − 𝑍𝑒𝑙)2 
 

(12) 

 

The joint-to-joint distances can then be substituted into equation (13) to determine the elbow 

angle. 

𝜃𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑤 = cos−1 �
𝐿𝑠ℎ−𝑒𝑙2 + 𝐿𝑒𝑙−𝑤𝑟2 − 𝐿𝑠ℎ−𝑤𝑟2

𝐿𝑠ℎ−𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑙−𝑤𝑟
� (13) 

 

The rotation can be determined using the similar process in equation (14). The main 

difference being that only the X and Z axes are used. 
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𝜗𝑒𝑙 = cos−1 �
𝑋𝑤𝑟 − 𝑋𝑒𝑙

�(𝑋𝑤𝑟 − 𝑋𝑒𝑙)2 + (𝑍𝑤𝑟 − 𝑍𝑒𝑙)2
� 

 
(14) 

 

5.2 Application 1: Real-time Motion Duplication 

The real-time motion duplication application used the motion tracking system to track the 

orientation of a person’s real arm and replicate this real time by controlling the prosthetic arm 

(Figure 71). This allowed an easy and straight forward way of ensuring that the motion being 

captured (and logged) matched the motion which was being tracked. Although not a target 

outcome, this application also allows motion to be performed by the prosthetic arm when it is 

not being worn by the user. Such circumstances may include watching the arm during 

programming, and performing a motion in a hazardous environment. 

Real-time motion duplication was done under the control of a LabVIEW program running on 

the control PC. A high level flowchart of the program function is shown in Figure 71. 

 

Figure 71: Flow chart of motion duplication process. 
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To perform real-time motion duplication, tracking markers were attached to a user’s arm, the 

user was positioned in front of the motion tracking system, and the motion tracking system 

used to record their arm movement. Simultaneously, the prosthetic arm control system was 

used to replay the recorded motion to duplicate the user’s arm motion on the motorised 

prosthetic arm. 

The real-timeness (or how real-time real-time actually is) depends greatly on time delays 

involved with measurements. Two measurements that can be used are the measurement time 

delay between individual joints in each orientation capture (i.e. shoulder-elbow, elbow to 

wrist) and time between orientation captures (estimated as shoulder-shoulder). The shoulder-

shoulder time is on average about 421ms with a standard deviation of about 80 ms. This 

however included periods where the computer was running background tasks which provided 

significant slowdowns in sections of the data. When these sections are excluded, the average 

shoulder-shoulder time is reduced to 410ms while the standard deviation drops to about 

39ms. The median delay drops from 415ms to 413ms showing that the mid range data is still 

in the same range, and that the larger data was not normal. This gives an effective 

orientations-per-second of about 2.44 

There is a delay of approximately 136ms between the acquisition of the shoulder and elbow, 

and again between the acquisition of the elbow and wrist. So although the three joints are not 

detected at exactly the same time, for slower movements (which this system is best suited for 

due to the low FPS) the distance each joint moves during that time is not large, so this is not a 

concern, but could be improved with a more powerful control PC, or a reworked algorithm. 

The major source of delay is the image processing requirements, with the image processing 

related sections taking up much more processing time than those dedicated to other parts of 

the code. Numerically, the SubVI used to extract the blob information, takes about 90% of 
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the total time taken by SubVIs from the top level VI. Within the blob data extractor VI, about 

73% of the processing time is used for image processing. Thus a more powerful computer or 

more efficient image processing  

From this we see there is a software level delay of about 0.5 seconds. Any further delay is 

caused by the mechanical arm, which was of mechanically low quality. The arm needed to be 

run slowly to maintain smooth motion and avoid problems with the gearing. The mechanical 

arm itself was not the focal point of the research, but could start moving almost as soon as the 

arm-orientation calculations are finished, and even if it is not matching perfectly, will only 

trail slightly behind the arm being tracked when used in a way that suits the system.  

It is this time delay which limits how useful the system is with higher degrees-of-freedom 

caused by additional joints/markers. A single marker system only requires the detection of a 

single marker, which the current three marker system requires the detection of three markers. 

For each marker the system will essentially the three translational degrees of freedom as due 

to the marker design, rotation is not detected. Thus three markers will have nine degrees of 

freedom. This compares to the two degrees of freedom that the current prosthetic arm has 

(elbow flex and rotation) which is controlled based on the detection of three markers. 

The addition of extra degrees of freedom in the output prosthetic will require either the 

tracked motion to be performed at an inhibitively slow rate, and/or a vastly more efficient 

image processing algorithm to be used, 

A series of images showing this motion duplication is shown in Figure 72. 
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Figure 72: Series of images showing the motion duplication. Series flows from left to right and top to bottom.
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5.3 Application 2: Replaying Recorded Motion 

Tracked motions (using for example Application 1) were able to be saved in a text file in a 

standard format. These motion-log files could then be loaded into a separate “replay” 

application using the same underlying motor control algorithm as used in Application 1, to 

replay the previously recorded motion with the same timings that were involved in the initial 

recording of the motion. This was done under the control of a second LabVIEW program. A 

high level flowchart of this program is shown in Figure 73. This system allows one or more 

motions to be stored, and then replayed at a later stage. An amputee may, for example, record 

several motions which are performed regularly store them in their arm, and replay them when 

required. The recorded files can be stored anywhere they are accessible by the replay 

software, and can be modified offline if necessary. 

 

Figure 73: Flow chart of motion "replay" process. 
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5.4 Application 3: Eye-Screen Distance Monitoring 

A simplified version of the system using only a single marker was used to measure the 

distance between a computer screen and the head of a computer user. This allowed relative 

motion of the eyes in front of the computer screen, as well as the eye-screen distance to be 

calculated. This could be useful in the examination of the causes and prevention of computer 

usage related eye-strain when performing a range of computer related tasks [50]. A sample 

tracking from this application can be seen in Figure 74, but full information can be read in the 

associated reference. No further results from this application are included in this thesis. 

 
 

Figure 74: Data showing the proximity of the user's eyes to the screen for various 
computer related activities [50]. 

 

5.5 System Performance 
This focus of the remainder of chapter 5 is to assess the performance of the motion tracking 

system. Performance was assessed in three ways. The first was an assessment of position 

accuracy and lookup table errors. The second was a basic evaluation of how well the system 

could track new points in general. The third was a subjective usability and functionality trial 

involving two patients. 
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5.6 Position Accuracy and Lookup Table Errors 

As several lookup tables were generated using different interpolation methods and different 

interpolation resolutions, each of these had different levels of accuracy. To determine which 

of the lookup tables would be used in the final system, the generated lookup tables were 

compared to the original data used to generate the lookup tables to determine the relative 

levels of accuracy, and also the computational cost (time) of searching the lookup tables. The 

real world 4 cm x 4 cm, x ~10 cm (X-Y-Z) spaced grid of points was used to generate the 

lookup tables, with interpolations of 5cm, 3cm, and 1cm using both linear and cubic 

interpolation. The original points were used as inputs to these lookup tables, and the outputs 

were compared to the original data to determine which method interpolation provides the best 

match to the data, with acceptable computational costs. 

Empirical testing showed that despite the wide ranging quantities of data in each lookup table 

there was no practical difference in the motion tracking system’s overall software loop time 

due to the computational time required to search any of them, as the major computational 

heavy component of the system was the image processing. Lookup table choice then fell 

directly to accuracy.  
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Figure 75: Comparison of the errors in cubic interpolation for 1, 3 and 5cm resolution 

for each of the X, Y and Z axes (linear interpolation gave similar results). 

 

Comparisons between interpolation resolutions of 1cm, 3cm and 5cm showed that 1cm 

resolution provided much higher accuracy than either 3cm or 5cm resolution, with the X, Y 

and Z errors being about five to six times smaller when comparing the 1cm to the 5cm 

resolution linear interpolation, and three to seven times smaller with cubic interpolation 

(cubic results shown in Figure 75). The results themselves were similar so comparison then 

shifted to the use of linear or cubic interpolation.  
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Figure 76: Comparison between the absolute errors of linear and cubic interpolation for the X axis 
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Figure 77: Comparison between the absolute errors of linear and cubic interpolation for the Y axis 
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Figure 78: Comparison between the absolute errors of linear and cubic interpolation for the Z axis 
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It is obvious that the cubic interpolation data (blue) generally shows lower errors than that of 

the linear data (red) in Figure 76, Figure 77 and Figure 78. Putting these results in tabular 

form, it is clear that for the Y and Z axis, linear interpolation error is much more of an issue 

than cubic interpolation error.  There are also noticeable spikes or humps in the data. It 

should be noted that generally these are small, appear to be spaced fairly regularly, and 

appear to occur at the extremes of the Y axis. A likely source of these spikes is imperfections 

in the mirrors, and the regular nature of the spikes due to the point numbers corresponding to 

these areas (e.g. a line up the mirror). 

Table 4: Numeric comparison of linear and cubic interpolation data 

Axis 

Percentage of results with absolute 
linear interpolation error greater 
than absolute cubic interpolation 
error 

X 45.07042 

Y 61.7403 

Z 64.21345 

 

Table 4 shows that with the Y and Z axis, cubic interpolation is more accurate than linear 

interpolation (when comparing to the original data set) over 60% of the time, while being 

more accurate over 45% of the time with the X axis. Further examination of the X axis data 

shows that the average error for both linear and cubic interpolation in the X axis is less than 

0.1cm, with cubic interpolation having a slightly smaller average (0.067cm compared to 

0.075cm). Both of these are much less than the 4 cm resolution of the real world X axis grid, 

and as such, is not an issue. This is furthered by examination of Figure 76 showing that 

almost all the data in the X axis has an error of less than 0.5cm, which is again less than the 

resolution of the grid used to generate the lookup table. 
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Figure 79: Percentage increase in error (relative to cubic interpolation) when 

comparing linear interpolation to cubic interpolation. 

Examining the comparison of average error for all three axes in Figure 79, it can be seen that 

linear interpolation is at least 3% worse than cubic interpolation for all axes with the given 

interpolation resolutions, and specifically for a 1cm interpolation resolution, the average error 

for linear interpolation is at least 12% worse for all axes than with cubic interpolation. There 

is a noticeable spike for the Y axis with 5cm interpolation. The cause of this is unknown, but 

difference between cubic and linear interpolation in that case is only about 1cm and as such is 

not as significant as it appears, this is even more so when using a 1cm interpolation 

resolution, which gives a further ~0.74 cm increase in accuracy. 
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As a further test the absolute errors (found by taking the square root of the sum of the errors 

squared) can be compared (Table 5). The results again show that an interpolation resolution 

of 1cm gives the best results.  

Table 5: Absolute errors for cubic interpolation 

Resolution 
(cm) 

Cubic X 
(cm) 

Cubic Y 
(cm) 

Cubic Z 
(cm) 

1 11.697 60.352 60.537 
3 29.429 98.3556 132.285 
5 43.677 118.512 194.620 

 

Comparing linear and cubic interpolation (Table 6) shows that cubic interpolation is more 

accurate than the associated linear interpolation in all measured axes and resolutions apart 

from a 5cm interpolation in the Y axis. Although the differences for the different resolutions 

are similar, Table 5 shows that the actual error is much lower with the 1cm resolution 

interpolation. 

Table 6: Decrease in absolute errors between linear and cubic interpolation 

Resolution 
(cm) X (cm) Y (cm) Z (cm) 

1 0.586 1.962 3.245 
3 0.554 0.166 5.412 
5 0.654 -13.719 1.945 

 

It is clear that the 1cm resolution, cubic interpolation lookup table should be used, as the data 

is more accurate overall, and there is no noticeable increase in the time required to search it 

over any of the other lookup tables.  
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5.7 Evaluation of System Performance 

In the initial evaluation of “new data” system performance, single and multipoint testing was 

performed to see how well the developed system was able to track points in general. This 

would give an objective description as to how well the system functioned overall. 

The testing environment had a large light-coloured wall immediately behind the tracking 

area, and large wall-to-wall windows near the testing environment. Although no additional 

special lighting was required, infrared reflection off the wall surface and direct illumination 

from the windows into the camera were an issue as much of the solar illumination is infrared. 

This was minimised by simply closing the blinds. Room lighting was then provided by the 

normal fluorescent tubes in the room, which generally have few emissions in the infrared 

spectrum.  

5.7.1 Single Point Testing 

In single point testing, a single tracking marker was repeatedly placed at semi-random 

locations within the working area. The output of the system at each of these points was a 

predicted real world [x-y-z] coordinate, which could be compared to the actual real world [x-

y-z] coordinate to determine accuracy. 

The initial set of trials showed a linear error which looked to be caused by a slight 

misalignment between the camera and target plane. This was able to be corrected with a 

simple correction. Further single point evaluations were then preformed. 
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Figure 80: Comparison of predicted and true X values 

 

Figure 81: Comparison of predicted and true Y values  

As evidenced in Figure 80 and Figure 81, there is a good relationship between the real and 

predicted values for the location of the object in the x and y axes. 
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Figure 82: Comparison of predicted and true Z values 

Although the data itself is not as tight to the line of best fit as the X and Y axes, there is a still 

a good relationship between true and predicted Z values (Figure 82). 

Observing the magnitude of the error along each of the axes of interest shows some 

interesting features (Figure 83, Figure 84 and Figure 85). 

 

Figure 83: Absolute error in X along X axis 
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Values along the x axis appear to have lower errors at positions at locations nearer to the 

horizontal centre of the working area than at the outer regions of the working area (Figure 

83). The average error in the x-axis was 1.21 cm with 84.5% of the points having an error 

less than 2 cm, and over two-thirds having an error of less than 1.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 84: Absolute error in Y along Y axis 
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Figure 85: Absolute error in Z along Z axis 

Errors in the Z axis tend to reduce as the distance from the camera increases (Figure 85). The 

average error for the Z-axis was 4.23cm with just under two thirds of the data points having 

an error of less than 5cm. This is compared to the 10cm spacing used in the Z axis lookup 

table.  

The total error in the based on its position in the working volume can be examined. 

 

Figure 86: Total error for Z<2550mm based on position in XY plane 
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Figure 87: Total error for 2550mm<Z<2800mm based on position in XY plane 

 

Figure 88: Total error for Z>2800mm based on position in XY plane 
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Figure 89: Total error over the X axis 

 

Figure 90: Total error over the Y axis 
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Figure 91: Total error over the Z axis 
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orientation of the detected arm by a significant amount if the errors are such that they act in 

opposite directions. Examination of the data shows that similar locations have similar overall 

error, but as this error is an absolute value it has no sign and hence directions in which the 

errors act cannot be used for information. By tracking markers in groups the combined effect 

of these errors and the size of error magnification when tracking multiple points at the same 

time can be determined. This was done using multi-point testing. 

5.7.2 Multi-Point Testing 

Although single point testing was performed to determine the accuracy of the system at 

marker level, the intent of the developed system to was track an arm rather than a single 

point. Tracking an arm used three markers, and rather than using the locations of the 

individual markers (although these were collected), the measurements used were the relative 

separation of the markers. It is this separation that allows the orientation of the arm to be 

calculated. Only elbow flexion and rotation were being tracked out of the many available arm 

related measurements as it was assumed that shoulder motion would be controlled by the 

patient’s biological shoulder, and wrist rotation was not a concern.  For the multi-point 

testing, an artificial arm was created from cardboard which could be easily set at different 

orientations. The arm was set at multiple semi-random rotations and flex angles and the 

output rotation and flex angle was compared to the true rotation and flex angle.  

As the arm is being treated as a unit rather than three individual markers, the combined errors 

from single point tracking will no longer be in the form of translational offsets, but will 

instead be in degrees of flex, and degrees of rotation. Any large error magnification caused 

by the individual point errors should show as large orientation errors. 
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As evidenced by Figure 80 through Figure 91 there are noticeable but small errors associated 

with each individual point. Examination of the multi-point data, that is, the elbow flex and 

arm rotation data shows the effect this has when three joints are tracked together. 

 

Figure 92: Relationship between output elbow flex angle and the true elbow flex angle. 

There is a quite strong relationship between the output angle of the system (Figure 92), and 

the true angle of the artificial arm. The R2 value however is not great though the line of best 
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points are removed the R2 value is increased to 0.9765, though the 1:1ness drops by 0.0053x. 
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Figure 93: Detected Rotation vs. True Rotation 

 

As with angle flex there is a close relationship between the detected rotation and the true 

rotation, with a quite good R2 value (Figure 93). 
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Patient 1 was a single arm amputee with a high level amputation (shoulder disarticulation) in 

their right arm. During testing they were using their own full arm motorised prosthetic which 

had elbow flexion controlled by a switch located on a strap on the patient’s back. By moving 

their torso in a specific way, the elbow could be commanded to flex and extend. Lateral 

rotation of the arm was controlled via a gravity based mechanism, but this was not 

functioning correctly at the time of testing. Patient 1’s left arm was healthy, biological and 

had a full range of movement. 

Patient 2 had two healthy biological arms with a full range of movement. 

Following an introduction to the system8, each patient decided on an arm motion within the 

limitations of the developed system (i.e. no shoulder based motions) that could be performed 

well with both arms. Both patients chose a simple full flex-full extend arm motion. 

First markers were attached to the patient’s healthy left arm (Figure 94) and they were asked 

to practice the motion they had decided on. The patient was then asked to begin performing 

the chosen motion for several repetitions. This was repeated three times. Each cycle, 

including the practice, was logged. 

                                                 
8 This introduction explained the reasons for the trials, the trial procedure, etc. The introduction was both a vocal 
one, and also provided an information sheet to the patient. (A copy of the information sheet is provided in 
appendix 8.4). 
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Figure 94: Location at which the wrist (A), elbow (B) and shoulder (C) markers are 
placed. The marker at A can be placed anywhere on the lower section of the arm as 
close to the wrist as possible. The marker at C may be placed anywhere on the upper 
section of the arm as close to the shoulder as practical. Marker B must be at the elbow. 

The markers were then moved to the patient’s second arm. In the case of patient 1 this was 

their prosthetic, and in the case of patient 2, it was their other healthy limb. Again, each 

cycle, including the practice, was logged. 

The patient was again asked to practice the motion, before the motion was performed 

properly. This was repeated as with the initial arm. 

During some of these recordings, the patient was able to see the prosthetic in section 5.1 

attached to the system copying their arm motion in real-time. 

Excluding the practice runs, 12 data recordings were available. 

These data allowed run-to-run comparisons within the same arm and between arms for each 

patient, and also allowed a comparison between patients. 

Following the data capture, each patient was asked to fill out a survey. This survey consisted 

of three parts. Part one was a “tick the box” style questionnaire. Each of the following 
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statements were given, with responses ranging from disagree to agree with five levels in 

between. 

• The system was usable in its current state. 

• Professionally produced markers would improve the system. 

• I enjoyed moving the prosthetic arm in real-time using my natural arm. 

• It would be good to embed my custom motions into my prosthetic arm. 

• This system worked well to capture my desired arm motion. 

Part two was a freeform request for three things that would make the biggest difference in 

terms of improving the system, and part three was an open request for comments. 

5.7.3.1 Patient Results 

Examining the elbow flex for both the left and right arm of the trial patients. 

It is clear that the patient is able to create more reliable motion with their left (biological) arm 

(Figure 95) than with their right (prosthetic) arm (Figure 96). For much of the tracking 

period, all three runs of the left arm are close enough together to assume consistent and 

repeatable motion. At approximately 17000ms in the left arm, the third run deviates from the 

other two briefly, and again at approximately 30000ms.  
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Figure 95: Left arm tracking data for patient 1 

 

 

Figure 96: Right arm tracking data for patient 1 
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Time based offsets can be accounted for by alterations in movement speed, however there are 

still large sections in Figure 96 where there is no regular movement, and time based offsets 

should not affect these. 

 

Figure 97: Left arm tracking for patient 2 

 

 

Figure 98: Right arm tracking for patient 2 
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Although not as consistent run-to-run as patient 1, patient 2 is still able to get approximately 

the same motion repeatedly with their left arm (Figure 97). Sinusoidal patterns are visible, but 

the period of the motions seems to be irregular. The data for patient 2’s right arm is much 

more consistent (Figure 98). There is a period between approximately 14000ms and 25000ms 

where the data has a phase shift, however it still maintains its overall consistency. 

The practical benefit of the system must also be measured. Quantising the results of the 

patient feedback (Appendix 8.1) gives the data in Table 7. 

 

 

Table 7: Patient feedback numerical results 

         Question   

Patient 

1 2 3 4 5 Total 

1 3 5 5 5 3 21 

2 4 5 5 4 4 22 

Average 3.5 5 5 4.5 3.5 21.5 

 

Out of a total of 25 marks, the average was 21.5 between the two patients, giving an average 

score of 86%. Both patients agreed fully that they enjoyed moving the prosthetic arm in real 

time, and that professionally produced markers would improve the system.  

All patients provided a neutral or positive (>=3) response for all questions, with 80% of all 

responses being positive. 
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The more general feedback had both patients agreeing that betters markers would be good, 

with patient 2 suggesting that the markers and circuitry could be integrated into a wearable 

“sock”, that could be pulled on and off easily.  

Patient 1 would have liked smoother motion, while patient 2 would have liked quicker 

motion and to be able to track both arms simultaneously. 

The motion tracking system provided good results for both single and multi point testing and 

patient trials showed differences between biological and prosthetic arm motions. Patient trials 

also showed that the system could provide results that matched the motions performed by the 

patients. Based on patient feedback there were no negative opinions of the system. But some 

improvements were suggested.   
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6 Discussion and Conclusion 

The design and implementation of the motion tracking system was successful as evidenced 

by the results of both the patient trials and the non-patient trials. There were many places 

throughout the system creation where errors had the potential to be introduced. The first of 

these was when choosing those values in section 3.3 for the mirror-unit geometry. Although 

errors will not come as a direct result of those choices, since the lookup accounts for different 

geometry, poor choices in geometry can cause a reduction in level of functionality due to 

non-optimised use the system, and hence a reduction in working area resolution can occur. It 

is this reduction in resolution which makes errors more likely. 

The second place where errors may be introduced is during the system construction. 

Geometric inaccuracies during construction can lead to reductions in resolution. However, 

the resolution is still high enough that minor variations should not be a major issue. During 

construction of the mirror unit, it was discovered that the chosen mirror thickness (3mm) 

could not be used for technical reasons. A 6mm mirror was then used, which created small 

changes in the construction process. This would have created a constant error compared to 

the original design, however the lookup table was created after construction, and so non-

optimisation was an issue. Slight imperfections in the mirror caused small imperfections in 

the light path which added irregularities into the system that would reduce interpolation 

accuracy. 

Incorrect lens settings on the camera can also cause variations in the resolution and focus 

which can decrease system accuracy if adjusted away from the setting used for creating the 

lookup table. 

The first stage at which legitimate errors can enter the system is during the creation of the 

lookup table. It is here that data which is defined to be “real” is first gathered and enters the 
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system. As this data is what all output is based on, any errors in this data will directly cause 

errors in the output. The interpolation of the data during lookup table creation will also most 

likely cause small errors due to the imperfect nature of the system, and the interpolation being 

by its nature, a best guess, not always an exact fit. The use of finer resolution measurements 

and an increase in the number of said measurements would provide more accurate data from 

which to interpolate and so would lead to improvements. 

Corrections to the data within the software to account for misalignments between the camera 

unit and target plane can help increase the accuracy of the data, however they also have the 

potential to increase the error levels if used incorrectly. 

Various sections of the developed software manipulate the data to produce an output. There 

are many fractional numbers which cannot be represented exactly in binary9, and any 

calculations involving these numbers will automatically introduce errors. 

Rounding was performed when measuring the accuracy of the system in the new data tests 

(based on the required accuracy), which although has no affect on the accuracy of the system 

itself, can give an artificial semblance of having slightly larger or smaller errors than actually 

exist, and may in fact, cause further errors to introduced if the results are used to create 

correction factors as occurred in this project.  

It is clear from both the single and multi-point testing that the system functions in a desirable 

way. Even though there are errors which seem to be large in the single point testing, when 

combined with the two other points, these errors do not have much of an overall effect on the 

system. It is also worth noting that the aim is simply to reproduce motion which is biological, 

not copy motion down to the millimetre.  

                                                 
9 Such numbers include 0.2 and 0.3. Although individually the errors of these numbers are small, when used in 
further calculations the error can be quite large. 
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Comparing the results of the two patients proves much more interesting. The data from 

patient 1 show that as expected, the prosthetic arm is less reliable than a biological arm, with 

the latter greatly outperforming the former in terms of consistency and repeatability. On the 

day of testing patient 1 was having some issues with the control of their prosthetic arm, 

which is likely to have contributed to the difficulty in reliably repeating motion, however 

these issues as a source of problems cannot be discounted, as they are very real problems that 

could appear in other prosthetic arms. 

Patient 2 was unable to reliably and consistently reproduce a constant arm motion with their 

left arm, however the results of their right arm were much more satisfactory in terms of 

consistency. The patient mentioned the fact that they were right handed, and throughout the 

course of this experiment, had learned to move more consistently. Both of these are possible 

factors as noticeable improvement of their right arm over their left arm. Patient 1 had to adapt 

to only using his left arm after the amputation so it may be “better” than the “wrong” arm of a 

non-amputee. 

Comparing both patients’ right arms to each other shows a stark difference between a healthy 

arm and a prosthetic arm, with patient 1 having very erratic movement, and patient 2 having 

movement which is much more regular. 

Comparing the first ~10000ms of the best run of both patients, shows that although the run-

to-run consistency for both patients exists, that of patient 2 is more pronounced.  

Tests comparing the various interpolation types and resolutions showed that cubic 

interpolation with a 1cm resolution provided the highest accuracy with no noticeable 

performance cost.  
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Testing the data used to generate the lookup tables showed that error was not a major issue 

with lookup table used.  

Single point and multi point testing showed that within the limits of testing, the system 

provided acceptable data, with errors generally being small enough to be a non-issue. 

Patient trials showed a good acceptance of the system among patients, who rated it well in the 

statements directly relating to the performance of the system itself, that is, usability, how well 

it worked, and enjoyment.  

The system captured arm motion successfully, and was able to mirror it in both real-time 

(Application 1) and replay it at a later stage (Application 2), patients said that it worked, and 

was enjoyable. These results allow it to be called a success. 

Future research related to this project could be focussed on improving the quality of the 

prosthetic arm itself, creating a truly embedded system in the prosthetic or creating a non-

control PC centred activation system. A new pixel-real world coordinate system could be 

introduced based on calibrating the virtual cameras using an orthogonal calibration target, 

rather than the system as a whole. More degrees of freedom could be added to the prosthetic 

(possibly by adding a shoulder and functioning wrist), and processing power allowing this 

could also be added to the control system. Potential activation triggers could include 

myolectric sensors, accelerometers, in-shoe switches, or simple buttons on the prosthetic. 

However this is beyond the scope of my research. 
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8 Appendices 

8.1 Patient Surveys 
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8.2 Schematics and Renderings 

Figure 99 through Figure 102 show schematics and/or renderings and/or photos of the 
camera, camera mount, cut away mirror unit and completed mirror unit. 

 

Figure 99: Basic schematic of industrial camera. 
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Figure 100: Top: Schematic of camera mount. Bottom left: Render of camera mount. 

Bottom right: Photo of completed camera mount. 
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Figure 101: Internals of mirror unit. Top has been removed so that the inside can be 

seen. 
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Figure 102: Completed camera unit including camera. 
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8.3 Example Motion Capture Log File  
 

Table 8: First six lines of a motion capture log file 

Stime E time W time SX SY SZ SXc SYc SZc EX EY EZ 
20508809 20508961 20509107 -1.723 106.045 3064.473 -1.7 123 3021 1.498 94 3050.219 
20509266 20509424 20509562 -1.722 106.028 3064.306 -1.7 122.9 3021 1.498 94 3046.581 
20509701 20509842 20509990 -1.709 106.005 3060.841 -1.7 122.9 3017 1.494 94 3041.842 
20510141 20510277 20510425 -1.684 106.008 3056.705 -1.7 122.9 3013 1.478 94 3041.673 
20510570 20510715 20510855 -1.781 105.95 3044.321 -1.8 122.8 2999 1.473 94 3055.501 

            
EXc EYc EZc WX WY WZ WXc WYc WZc Erot Eangle 

 
2.3 107.7 3005 4.758 76 2995.195 6.4 85 2943 -43.9191 169.769 

 
2.3 107.7 3001 4.901 76 2986.412 6.6 85 2933 -46.6748 170.0439 

 
2.3 107.7 2996 4.996 76 2980.727 6.7 85 2927 -46.9749 170.2696 

 
2.3 107.7 2996 4.9 79.237 2984.759 6.5 89.1 2932 -44.6485 167.4641 

 
2.3 107.7 3011 4.527 79.413 2965.942 6.1 89.3 2910 -48.4064 147.1775 

  

An example of the first six lines of a motion-capture log-file is show in Table 8. For clarity purposes, and to allow the table to fit on a single 
page a few modifications were made; 

1. The table was split into two sections. In the actual log file EZ is immediately to the left of EXc. 
2. The headings have been bolded. No formatting data exists in the log file. 
3. Separators have been shown between the headings and data, and between data columns. No styling exists in the log file. 
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8.4 Patient Information Sheet 
 

Patient Information Sheet for a system designed to track and capture arm motion. 

 

Aim: 

The aims of the testing are: 

• Determine how well your existing prosthetic is able to perform a task 
• Capture your natural arm motion using a motion capture system and subsequently 

reproduce the motion on a prosthetic arm 
• See your response to “real-time motion replication” 
• Assess your response to the potential of the system to capture your individual desired 

motions and for embedding them into a prosthetic arm 

Introduction: 

The trial procedure will involve wearing three markers on both your biological arm and 
prosthetic arm (one arm at a time). These will then be tracked using a camera system to 
determine arm motion. This is recorded, and can be replayed later. 

The tracked movement will depend on the motion capabilities of your prosthetic arm. 

Due to the nature of the camera system, only the marker path will be recorded, and no 
personally identifying photos will be captured or stored. No audio will be recorded. 

 

Procedure: 

The basic procedure is as follows: 

1. Based on the range of available movement in your biological and prosthetic arm, a 
motion or set of motions will be determined. This motion should be able to be 
performed by both the biological and prosthetic arm. 

2. Three markers will be attached to your biological arm.  
3. You will be asked to perform each motion five times, and the motion will be tracked. 

This process will be repeated 5 times. 
4. Steps 2 and 3 will then be repeated with your prosthetic arm. 
5. Recorded motion will then be replayed through the prosthetic arm attached to the 

system. 

At the conclusion of the testing, you will be asked to complete a short survey. 
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